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Young Wild West finding a fortnnc
OR, ARIETTA AND THE FLOODED CLAIM
BY AN OLD SCOUT

er be home washin' dishes an' helpin' their mothers with other things, an' a couple of mighty or"You folks ain't thinkin' of stakin' out a claim dinary heathens . . Eight of 'em all together, an'
here, are yer?"
a somewhat fan{:y lookin' lot, barrin' the heathThe speaker was a rough-looking, muscular ens, which couldn't look fancy if they was to tr:y
man of middle age, rather dirty and unshaven. to. Step up an' look 'em over. Of course you all
From the cartridge belt that was buckled about seen 'em when they rode up here about fifteen
his waist hung a big revolver, and he careless1y minutes ago .an' went right at work to puttin'
touched the butt of it as he looked at those he up a couple of tents jest as if they owned the
was addressing. If this had any meaning, or was ground here. Me bein' the boss of Red Creek
intended to awe them, the effect was not notice- Camp, it was allowed that I'd better come over
able. Young Wild West, the well-known boy an' question 'em a little bit. I asked 'em if they
hero, who was commonly called the Champion had a notion of stakin' out a claim here, an'
Deadshot of the West, smiled at the man, and then th~y got somewhat sassy. Acted jest as if
then nodding to his partners, Cheyenne Charlie, they didn't care no more about me than they did
the scout, and Jim Dart, a Wyoming boy of about a sick greaser, or somethin' like that."'
about his own age, said :
The six men who had evidently followed :8ud
"I was not thinking of staking out a claim Hawkins
so they would be ready if called upon
here, boys. How about you? Did any such thing to
aid in driving the strangers awiiy, if it became
.
enter your heads?"
necessary, advanced and took their stations near
"I reckon not, Wild," the scout replied quickly. their leader, grinning as if they were somewhat
"I didn't think you meant to stay around here amused as they looked at Young Wild West and
long enough to bother with a claim."
companions. It was near the close of a sum"Nor I, either, Wild," Jim added, as he glanced his day in the Rockies of the southwestern part
at the rough-looking man and smiled. "Prob- mer
of the State of Colorado. Young Wild West and
ably it is just as well that we had no such inten- his
friends had simply dropped into the mining
tion. This man acts as though it would not be camp by accident. About the middle of the afterpleasing to him if we meant to locate here."
they had come upon a ·well-beaten trail, and
"Huh!" exclaimed the miner, for such he un- noon
it, they found themselves at Red Creek,
doubtedly was. "Don't try to git funny with me. following
which was no doubt so named because of the
This ain't no joke."
of the water that fl.owed in the creek which
"My friend," spoke up Young Wild West, in colorthrough
about the center of the camp. There
the cool and easy way that had greatly helped -ran
certainly was nothing about the place that would
make him famous throughout the region known suggest
anything like accommodations being ofas the Wild West at the time of which we write
to travelers. The shanties were poorly con"if you have got anything to say to us, go ahead fered
affairs, and were scattered about regardand say it. We have told you that we have no structed
of anything like regularity or order. Quite
notion of staking out a claim here; now what less
a few tents appearea on the slope just above
else do you want to know?"
creek, too, and claims were staked ou~ below
Bud Hawkins the boss "bad man" of Red the
creek in a sort of hollow that extended perthe
frowned
called,
was
camp
mining
the
as
Creek,
a hundred yards and then arose, sharply
darkly. Then he turned and beckoned to half a haps
on for two or three hundred feet to
continuing
called
and
stamp,
own
his
of
exactly
men
dozen
a sort of table-land above.
out:
The fact that there was lower ground at the
"Come over here, boys. This here is what you
might call somewhat of a peculiar situation, as I bed of the creek was not at all strange, since the
once heard a man sar when he found he was stream was fed from the mountains to the left,
goin' to be hung for 'S_tealin' a horse. You all and continued on in winding fashion until it
see what's here. There's one man, ·a couple of emerged a mile beyond the camp, and then went
kids, a young woman, two young gals what ought- tumbling over a cliff for a' fall of perhapi fiftJ
CHAPTER !.-Surprising a "Bad Man.

•
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feet. The ground being still lower there, that with us, that's all. As I was say:i,ng, our clever
-part which lay right near where our friends had Chinee will surely get the best of you, no matdecided to pitch their camp remained dry. No ter what the game may be. He--"
·
doubt the alleged boss bad man of Red Creek
"Shet up, kid! I don't care whether you're
Camp was somewhat surprise when he saw how Young Wild West or not. I ain't goin' to listen
little the strangers seemed to care for what he to any sich rattle-brain chin-music as that. If
said. He noticed that one of the girls even you want to do the right thing, go ahead an'
smilea when his half a dozen companions were introduce us to the ladies. It's them we're more
called to the scene. But if he was surprised he interested in than the heathens, an' you oughter
was also angry, for it must be said that Bud know that."
Hawkins was riot in the habit of being treated
"I decline to give you the introduction, then.
in that way. There was a short silence after the But see here, you certainly can have no objecbad man got his friends around him during which tions to us camping here. We don't intend to retime they all looked at the strangers, no doubt main here more than a day or two at the most,
wondering why they had come there, since it had and as we. have already told you that we don't
already been declared that it was not for the pur- intend to stake out a claim, what harm could we
pose of staking out a claim.
•
do here ?' 1
"Before we go any further with this here busi"It ain't the harm what you might do here, it's
ness," Hawkins said, as he took a step toward the br¥fnness of the whole piece of business.
tl-.e young deadshot and once more tapped his re- You had the nerve to ride right up here an' unvolver. "I reckon you had better tell us wl}o load your pack-horses an' put up them tents.
you are an' where you come from."
Why didn't you come over to my headquarters,
"Would it make any difference if you know which is at Jerry Devlin's saloon over there? If
that?" Wild asked, the vestige of a smile show- you had done that an' asked me if you could stop
ing on his handsome face.
anywhere around here, I sartinly would have tQld
"That aint' got nothin' to do with it. I don't you to go right ahead. A whol~ lot of trouble
mind tellin' you who I am. My name is Haw- might have been saved, too, kid."
kins; Bud is my nickname. I'm Bud Hawkms,
"Hawkinst you are certainly very amusing.
the boss bad man of Red Creek Camp."
Even thougn I am nothing but a boy, I have
"You're the boss of the entire camp, then?"
visited quite a few mining camps in the past
"I reckon I am."
three or four years. I have never seen one in
"All right. That means that whatever you which I couldn't ·-put up a camp where I pleased..
say is law. Is that it, Mr. Hawkins?"
Of course, there has been trouble about it quite
"Something like it, I reckon. :Ask the boys a few times, but I always w-0n out. Now then,
}iere. They'll tell you what kind -of a hairpin I'll tell you straight that I don't pl'opose to move
I am, I reckon. I'm mighty peaceful when thi• gs away from this spot until I get good and ready
go right, but jest let 'em go wrong once an' then to dD it. We may stay here a day, or it may
I'm worse than seven tornadoes, all let loose .at be two <lays. And then again, if things are worth
once."
the while, it might be a little longer."
"Ah! Somewhat dangerous I suppose. Well,
"Are you goin' to listen to what that rattleBud Hawkins, I'll tell you who we are. Now brained kid is sayin'?" the bad man asked, as he
then, just pay attention. I'll introduce myself turned to his companions.
,
first, and then make you acquainted with my
"I reckon I've heard every word of it, Bud,"
friends. I am Young Wild West. This-·"
one of them answered, while the rest merely nod,
"Hold on a minute!" one of the six men i:Rter• ded without taking their eyes from the boy who
rupted. "You ain't Young Wild West, the boy was so coolly talking to them.
what's s'posed to be the Champion Deadshot, are
"Well, you all know what I am, don't you?"
you?"
"You bet we do, Bud. You're a full-sized ter"I believe some people call me the Champion ror when you take the notion. You would just as
Deadshot of the West, or something like that . . leave .chuck the kid an' his two pards in the creek
But never mind now. Just keep still, my friend, · over there as not.
till I •get through with my introduction." .
· "Yes, an' t e two heathens, too, an', for that
The seven rascals looked at each other in matter, the gals. It wouldn't hurt none of 'em
amazement. Undoubtedly they had all heard the to git a weJ;tin'."
.
boy's name before, though it was quite evident
The creek was only about twenty feet from
that they had never met him until now.
where they were standing. By the looks of it
"This gentleman on my left is Cheyenne Char- there was quite a depth of water right at that
lie, and the one on my right is Jim Dart. They point, too. Young Wild West walked over close
are known as my two partners. Now then, I to the edge of the bank and looked down into
hardly think it necessary to introduce you to the the water, at the same time giving a nod of
girls, so I will just make you acquainted with our satisfaction. Then he turned and came back.
two Chinamen. That one there, who seems to be
"Bud Hawk.ins," he said, just as coolly as beenjoying this a whole lot, is Hop Wah, who is a fore, "I hope you don't take the notion to throw
clever magician and very fond of practical jok- us in the creek. We certainly came here and
ing. You want to look out for this fellow, Bud pitched our camp without interfering with anyl:Iaw'kins, for I tel1 you plainly that if you enter one. We could tell at a glance that the land
into any gambling game with him you will be the didn't belong to any one, since there were no
loser."
stakes to mark it out. Now then, if you should
"Say, what are you tryin' to drive at anyhow, throw us in the creek and get us all wet it would
kid?" Hawkins interrupted, growing more angry be a very bad thing_ for us. Just because I have
than ever.
won the title of Champion Deadshot of the West .
"l am merely tryinR: to make you acquainted don't mean that I could shoot you all before you
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.Then something happened. Down went the recould carry out your threat. I am going to ask
you to go away from here, and not interfere with volver the boy had been pressing against his
breast, and as quick as a flash the bad man's
us any further."
While the boy was talking Cheyenne Charlia ankles were seized and over he .;went, turning a
was clenching his fists and doing his best to with- complete somersault and landing upon his back in
hold the anger he felt. He knew that Wild was the water. Then Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart
simply poking fun at the bad man when he asked turned their attention to the rest, and in less
him to go away and not interfere with them. He than thirty seconds the whole, seven were waistalso had a pretty good idea· of what was going deep in the creek. Some of them failed to keep
to happen in case they did not go away, and he upon their feet, however, and got a good sousing,
was ready to do his part. It seems that Bud from head to foot. The young deadshot, revolver
Hawkins and his companions took it that the boy in hand, stood on the bank with his partners and
really meant what he said. Of course, such men the girls, all making threatening gestures to the
as they would only go further now. It woul'd villains. The two Chinamen walked down· close
have been ridiculous for them to leave after hav- to the edge and smiled serenely.
"Melican men allee samee takee washeeing come there for the purpose of picking a row
washee," Hop Wah rema1·ked. "Velly muchee
with the strangers.
"Boys," the bad man said, after he had thought dirtee comee off."
But Bud Ha:wkins and his men were not doing
for a moment, "I reckon we'll have to do a little
something just to show our authority. Them two much in the way of washing themselves. On the
heathens look as if they need a good washin'. We contrary, they seemed to have .a horror of the
won't chuck Young Wild West an' his pards in water. They wanted to get out of it, and they
the creek unless they interfere. But the two began pleading to the young deadshot to be alheathenS' has got to take a dip. Come on, boys." lowed to do so. Thinking they had enough of it,
"Run right towar'd the creek, Hop," Young for the time being, anyhow, Wild told them to
Wild West spoke up, sharply, addressing one ot come out, and then make themselves scarce.
the Chinamen.
Hop heard and understood. But he did not
run. He simply backed toward the edge of the
bank, while Wing turned a littleJ>it to the left. CHAPTER II.-The Bad Ma,n Gets Ready for
Revenge.
The seven men made a rush after the two, and
finding that he was going to be caught, anyho'Y,
Red Creek Camp was one of the many places
Wing turned and ran back and stood near his
that was to be numbered among the lawle§§l class
brother.
"Wow, wow!" yelled Bud Hawkins, as he made that were scattered about through the West at
a dive for the two of them. "Now then, boys the time of which we write. Men of the very lowpick 'em up an' chuck 'em jest as far out into est type came there as well as those who were
honest and willing to work. But all came for the
the water as you kin."
As the villains made a rush for the two China- purpose of finding gold, so that they might bemen, Young Wild West nodded to his partners, come rich. Of course, a big percentage of them
and then larting ahead of them, whipped out a were bound to be disappointed, for even though
gold and silver were continually being struck in
.
revolver.
"Stop right where you are," he said, in his cool different parts of that region, it was very seldom
and easy way. "I reckon the two Chinamen are that a fortune was found all in a heap. Nobody
not going to be dipped in the creek. 'But you fel- had made a million yet at Red Creek, but those
lows, who need a good washing, are going to go ·who were willing to work found, they could make
in yourselves. Now then, Bud Hawkins, I'll give a good living and save a little. There was not
you just two seconds to jump into the water. I:f much in the way of real money in circulation,
you haven't done it in that time, I'll put a bullet but the man who kept the general store, as well
as the proprietor of the saloon, had scales, and
straight through your heart."
The boy advanced and actually pushed the muz- they would weigh out the gold the miners brought
zle of the revolver against the bad man's breast. and take it at their own price in exchange for
The face of Hawkins turned all colors. His arms what they had to sell.
At the time Young Wild West and his friends
dropped to his sides, and his knees bent as if he
was going to sink to the ground. Of course, arrived at the mining camp things were in about
Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart had drawn their as bad a state as they could possibly be. Nearly
r-evolvers. They had the rest of the gang cov- all the men who had been honest and law-abidered. But the scout could not wait for anything ing had left the place because they could not
further. Seizing the man nearest to him, he stand the way the bad element were running
threw out his foot and tripped him, and then sent things. Possibly the population might have been
him headlong over the bank. Splash I The scene sixty, but it certainly was not more than that.
t,hat followed caused the others to make a move There may have been as many as a dozen woas if to leave the spot. But they found them- men there, the wives of the venturesome rascals
selves confronted by a girl with a leveled rifle. who had come there for the purpose of making
It was Arietta Murdock, the golden-haired sweet- money in any way they could, whether it was
heart of Young Wild West. She, too, had been honest or otherwise. But these were ·o f a type
unable to hold in any longer, and she was bent who could scarcely be trusted any more than the
upon seeing that Wild made good his threat to men, and the children they had were being
force every one of them into the creek. Bud brought up in the same way.
Bud Hawkins, by his domineering way, was
Hawkins flashed a glance around, and seeing that
easily forged to the front as a leader, and whenthere was no chance of escaping, he called out:
ever a stranger showed up at the camp he made
"Let uo on me. kid. won't you?"
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it a point to let him understand that he was
the boss bad man of Red Creek. Very often •he
forced them to pay toll to him, so he might
"treat the boys," as he called it. It w.as not at all
strange then when the bad man learned that a
party of strangers had come to the camp at the
close of the day, and, without asking permission
of any one, had proceeded to put up their tents
close to the bank of the muddy creek, that he
should feel it his duty to interview them and
make them thoroughly understand that he was
running things there. Such men as Bud Hawkins always have a few select ones to back them
up. It happened that Bud could depend on six
who would do anything he told them to, while the
majority of the rest of the inhabitants of the
camp were actually afraid of him, and generally
did as they were told. Bud waited until the tents
had been erected, and then gathering the chosen
six together, he announce to the rest of the men
who happened to be in or ab,out Jerry Devlin's
saloon that he was going over to interview the
strangers, and that when he came back he would
treat everybody to a double round of drinks.
Many would have followed to see the thing, but
since they were not asked to do so, they contented themselves by waiting near the shanty saloon
and watching to see what took place. What took
place was rather startling to them, not to say
surprising. But even then they did not venture
to go any closer to the scene to make an investigation. A few minutes later when the boss bad
man and his half a dozen faithful followers came
sneaking back dripping from the muddy waters
of the creek, there were those who had remained
behind who grinned and chuckled, while many
whispered remarks that were not at all flattering
to the leader of the camp were made. Probably
there was one man in the mining camp who enjoyed this part of it more than any one else.
This Jerry Devlin, the saloon-keeper. Certainly
he had been compelled to put up with a whole lot
from Bud Hawkins and his intimate friends. True
he generally got all that was coming to him in
the way of money or gold dust, but very often he
could not call himself the boss of his own shanty.
Now to see the big bad man walking along with
bowed head and the dirty water dripping from
him caused a feeling of delight to shoot through
him. Jeny watched from a window of his shanty
as did two or three others who remained inside.
But the rest of the crowd bad gone out. Probably there may have been .thirty men there when
the seven rascals came up like a lot of whipped
curs.
"Git out of the way!" roared Bud Hawkins,
making a move as if to grab his gun.
But the gun was no longer there, for it had
tumbled from the holster when he took to the
water so suddenly, _and it is to be supposed that
those who noticed this were not a much afraid as
they otherwise might have been. But they got
out of the way just the same, and Bud led his
dripping companions straight to the little bar
that was located in one corner of the big lowceilinged room that constituted both a place for
the miners to sit and play cards and a barroom.
"Put out some pizen, Jerry," Hawkins called
out, as he brought his fist hard upon the bar.
"We want a drink, an' then I want you to have
your man git a couple of pails of clean water,
some soap an' a towel or two. Don't stand there

lookin' at me as if you have lost your senses.
You hear me, I reckon, an' you -0ughter understand what I say."
"I understand you all right, Bud. But say,
'What's the matter, anyhow? Look as if you fell
into the creek."
"Don't you know what happened?" .
"No, blamed if I do," and then a grin showed
upon the saloon-keeper's face.
"You're lyin', an' you know it. But never mind.
·
Put out the pizen.'l
Jerry obeyed, but certainly took his time about
it. When seven glasses had been placed along
the bar and a black bottle handed to him, Bud
Hawkins poured out what he wanted of the fiery
liquid, and then permitted his men to follow suit.
"Here she goes, boys," he said, raising his
glass to his lips. "I ain't goin' to give you no
toast jest now, but I reckon you all know what
I'm thinkin' about.''
They nodded, and swallowed · their drinks almost simultaneously.
"Now then, we want that water, Jerry!" Bud
exclaimed, looking angrily at the proprietor, who
had made no move to come from behind the bar
or to tell any one to fill the order.
"You know where the water is, I reckon," was
the reply. "My man ain't here now, as you kin
see, an' I'm too busy to look after sich things
myself. You'll find a chunk of yaller soap on
the bench outside, an' there's pails there, while
the brook is only a few yards away. Help yourself. But say, you forgot to pay me for that
round of drinks.''
"I did, eh? Well, jest look here.''
Then Bud turned the pockets of bis ti·ousers
inside out, and all he could show was some water.
"That ain't no fault of mine if you're busted,"
the proprietor said, rather doggedly. "It don't
mean 'cause a man is broke that he kin come here
an'. git what he wants without payin' for it.''
"It does in this case, Jerry Devlin. I had
forty-seven dollars in that left pocket of mine,
and there was a bag of gold dust in the other.
But when I tumbled in the creek out there I lost
both the money an' gold dust. What's my loss
has got to be yours this time. Don't git mad
now. Jest 'cause I got chucked in Red Creek a
little while ago don't mean that I ain't no longer
the boss bad man of this here camp."
Then the bad man felt for his gun, no doubt for
the purpose of emphasizing his remarks.
"Lost your gun, too, didn't you?" Jerry Devlin
said, rather boldly. "Won't be so handy on the
shoot till you git another one, I reckon."
"I'll git another one mighty quick. I reckon
Joe Moore will be glad enough to let me have a
gun whether I've got the money or not.''
"Here's a gun that I'll lend you, Hud," one of
those who had followed the dripping gang inside
called out.
He must have been what might be called a real
friend of the bad man, for he had a revolver in
his hand and appeared to be quite willing to part
with it. The proprietor of the saloon shot an
angry glance at the fellow, no doubt feeling that
he was trying to assist in making trouble.
"Keep the gun till I've washed up an' found
some dry clothes to put on," the bad man answered.
Then he went on through to the rear door, his
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companions following him like so many sheep.
Some one in the crowd tittered just then, and
Hawkins came running back, shaking his fists
and looking very angry.
"Who's laughin'?" he- demanded.
No one ventured to give him the information.
"All right," he said, after he had glared about
him like a mad bull for a few seconds. "I'll find
out about it later on. Jest wait till I git in shape
ag'in."
Then he went on outside with the rest and,
fimling the necessary pails, they all proceeded
to the brook and got what water they wanted.
For the next ten minutes they were doing tfiefr
best to wash the red mud from their faces and
hands. It happened that the man who was employed by the saloon-keeper came along just then,
and he furnished them with a couple of coarse.
towels. When they had dried themselves it is
doubtful if there would have been a man there
who would not have declared that they looked
cleaner at that moment than they had ever done
since he had known _them. But they were wet
to the skin. Most of them did not wear much
more than trousers, shfrts and boots. But they
wei,e soaking wet, and, of course, were not feeling anything like comfortable.
"I reckon we had better git on some dry clothes,
boys, afore we do anything," Bud Hawkins said,
in a matter-of-fact way.
While he was .a hully and one of the worst characters to be -f ound in the West, he certainly showed that he could be rather cool, even under conditions that were somewhat trying. His followers
bowed their heads, · acting very much as if they
were willing to let him do their thinking. Without going back into the barroom again, they set
out for the shanties or tents they occupied, and
as they were walking away they could hear
laughter inside. More than one of them made remarks about this, and threats as well, declaring
when they got back they would find. out who w!ls
making fun of them and mak'e them suffer fot 1t.
"Never mind, boys," the leader said, after listening to them for a minute. "The best thing
we kin do is to keep kinder shady for a while.
They all seen what happened over in the creek.
I never was so surprised in all my life, an' I'm
goin' to tell you that right now. It's about the
worst thing I ever had happen to me. But that
don't mean that I ain't goin' to git revenge for
it. Young Wild West an' his two pards sartinly
showed us that we didn't amount to much at that
minute. But of course it's mighty easy to understand. We wasn't lookin' for anything like that,
an' they jest made us git in the water or else be
shot. It's a whole lot better to tumble heels over
head into a lot of muddy water than to have a
bullet through your gizzard. I reckon you all
oughter know that much."
"l reckon so, Bud," one of th(lm retorted, with
a shrug of the shoulders. "But it ain't exactly
what you kin call nice to be bossed in that way,
much less to have to tumble head first into the
creek like I done. Somebody give me an awful
kick, I remember, an' I tripped an' went right in
head first, jest like takin' a dive. My head hit
the mud at the bottom of the creek, too, an' I got
a lot of it in my nose. It ain't all out yet, the
way it feels."
"Never mind, Wince. Ain't no. use in feelin' _
mad about it jest now, 'cause you ain't goin' to
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have the chance to git square, not till we git
ready to do business. For· my part, I'm sorter
thank{ul that they let us come away so easy.
If they had took the notion to make us stand
there in the water they could have kept us there
for an hour or two, most likely. I honestly believe that there wouldn't have been enough men
here who would have enough sand in 'em to come
down an' make 'em let us out. Another thing,
if they had done it, it is quite likely that Young
Wild West an' his pards would have done somethin' in the way of shootin'. From what little
I've heard of Young Wild West, he would jest as
lief shoot a man like us as he would a jackrabbit. Any one as goes agin him ain't no good
in his way of thinkin'."
"That's· somewhat the way you think, too, ain't
it, Bud?" one of the others asked, just as if he
thought it strange that such a remark should
be made.
"Maybe so. But never mind. He1·e's my shanty.
Now you go on an' fit yourselves out as well as
you kin. · About the worst thing I'll have about
me in five or ten minutes from now will be wet
boots. 1- happen to have quite some clothes.
There's the shirts an' trousers old Tom Magee
had when he croaked a week or two ago. I fell
heir to 'em, you know."
The villain chuckled as he said this, showing
plainly that he had made himself the heir to the
dead man's effects. The boss bad man of Red
Creek Camp not only changed his wet clothes for
dry garments, but turned his attention to fixing
up something for his supper. He lived in a very
small shanty that contained little in the way of furnishings. A rusty stove with a pipe that 1\eemed ready to fall tG pieces at any moment thrust
through the roof in one corner, a packing box
that was used as a cupboard in another, and a
small square table was near this, while at the
other side was a bunk containing some blankets.
Two stools and a bench large enough to seat three
people took up the rest of the room, there being
scarcely room enough to walk between them.
Hawkins kindled a fire and soon had some eggs
frying and the coffee-pot steaming. Strange to
say, no one came to bother him until he had cooked and eaten his supper. Then one by one the
six men who had participated in the sudden bath
in the muddy creek came to the door.
As fast as they came the boss bad man invited
them to come in, and by the time the last one arrived the little room was packed. But they all
·found something to sit upon, and after lighting
his pipe and puffing a minute or two in silence,
Ha~kins produced a demijohn and a tin cup.
Then without saying much he gave them all a
drink. Having done this, he put away the demijohn, and picking up a broad-brimmed felt hat,
which, by the way, he called his "Sunday hat,"
he put it on his head and, nodding toward the
door, said:
"Now then, boys, we'll go over to the store an'
stock up with some hardware. I've got an account with Joe Moore, an' he'll trust us. Did
any of you lose your guns?"
Only one had been so unfortunate as to l.sc
his gun when he tumbled into the creek beside
the leader himself. They all declared that they
had cleaned their weapons and supplied tl:,em
with fresh cartridges.
"Well, Bill," Bud sairl, nodding to the man
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who had lost his revolver, "me an' you will go
to the store, then. The rest kin stay here till
we come out an' let 'em know. Then we'll march
in Jerry Devlin's shack an' warm things up for
a few minutes. I reckon we'll have nothin' less
than three or four rounds of drinks for nothin',
too. After that's over we'll invite all that wants
to go with us, an' we'll strike right out fo1· Young
Wild West's camp. There will be the blamedest
shootin' match what ever happened in this part
of the country an' you kin bet on it. We ain't
goin' to leave enough of that kid an' his partners to make a pot of soup. We'll wipe 'em out
jest as if they was nothin' more than a bunch
of sand-adders, an' we'll chuck 'em in the creek
an' let 'ein be there for the fish to feed on. You
hear me talk, boys, an' I mean every word I say.
·
Come on."

CHAPTER III.-Hop Wah at His Old Tricks.
The' bullying manner of Bud Hawkins when
he first strode to the camp of Young Wild West
and his friends was quite enough to make the
average person feel somewhat uneasy. Probably there may have been two in the party who
did feel a trifle this way. They were Anna, the
wife of Cheyenne Charlie, and Eloise Gardner,
Jim Dart's sweetheart. Unlike Arietta Murdock,
the golden-haired sweetheart of the dashing
young deadshot, they were not natives of the
West. But they had been in that part of the
country a sufficient length of time to cause them
to become somewhat acquainted with the ways of
the people, both good and bad, they were continually coming in contact with.
Though there might have been some danger
attached to it, the whole thing had turned out
a farce. Young Wild West's daring and cool and
easy way of doing things had caused it to end
in a way that was bound to make the two who
were inclined to be timid laugh. When the bad
man and his companions crept up the bank from
the muddy creek and went sneaking toward the
shanty saloon, Hop Wah, the clever Chinee, invited them to call again. When the laugh caused
by the remark had ceased, Cheyenne Charlie turned to the clever Chinee and said:
; "That's all right, heathen. It might have
sounded sorter funny when you said that to them
measly coyotes, but they'll be comin' ag'in, see if
they don't. They're a putty bad lot, an' if it
wasn't that Wild handled 'em so quickly an' took
the starch out of 'em for the time bein', most
likely they would have put up a good fight. They
didn't have no show, an' that's the right way to
do it. But that don't mean that they won' lay
heir plans to do somethin', an' when they make
up their minds what they want to do, they'll come
here ag'in, though maybbe it won't be till after
dark."
"Lat allee light, Misler Charlie. Me likee see
um bad Melican men comee here. Me gittee leddy
for lem. Me gottee plenty fireclackers and fireworks. Me makee bigee bang and plenty led, blue
and gleen fire, so be. Me velly smartee Chinee."
"Yes, I know you're mighty smart," and the
scout sneered as he spoke. "It's a wonder to me
you ain't beq n sneakin' off toward the whisky mill
over there. Maybe if you go over there now

you'll git in trouble, 'cause it ain't likely them
seven galoots feel friendly toward any of us.
They was goin' to chuck you an' Wing into the
creek, an' that sartinly means that they must
ha:ve looked at you sharp enough to know you
when you go over there. Anyhow, I ain't seen
nothin' of any heathens in the whole blamed
minin' camp, so you an' Wing must be the only
ones here. You had better keep away from here,
old feller."
"Lat allee light, Misler Charlie. Pletty soonee
maybe me gittee velly muchee pain, so be. Lem
me havee go gittee dlink of tanglefoot, or maybe
me die."
The scout laughed heartily at this. While he
was inclined to scold the Chinaman and found
fault with him a whole lot, there was no one in
the party who would stand up for Hop quicker
than he. Fearless and hot-headed, Cheyenne
Charlie would plunge into danger headlong. But
it seemed that he was always lucky enough to
come out all right, though he knew quite well
that he was not fit to be anything like a leader.
Jim Dart was considerably different from him
in this way.. Like the young deadshot, he always
remained cool. But he seldom had much to say,
and he was never agressive. Wild was always
agressive. His easy, reckless way no doubt helped him a whole lot in winning out. But even if
he sometimes appeared boastful, he could always
back up anything he said.
No boy or man living had more of a right to be
called the Champion Deadshot of the West than
Young Wild West. Not only could he shoot with
accuracy, but he was almost as quick as4'ightning
when he did it. It mattered not whether his target was an outlaw or Indian bent on murder, or a
tin can at a hundred yards distance; the bullet
always went straight to the mark. Having arrived rather late, our friends were anxious to get
something to eat. Wing Wah, the cook, had been
about to kindle a fire when Bud Hawkins appeared on the scene, so the preparations for the
evening meal ceased" immediately. But now that
the rascals had been driven away like a lot of
whipped curs, there was nothing to delay the supper.
"Get a move on you, Wing," the young deadshot called out, as the Chinaman struck a 1natch
and applied it to the pile of fagots he had placed
upon the ground. "We'll eat hard bread to-night
instead of hot muffins. Maybe you'll have time in
the morning to make up a good supply of corn
muffins, and they can be warmed up for another
meal. To hurry things along a bit you can fry
some of the chops from that mountain sheep we
got yesterday, and broil some of the slices from
one of the hindquarters. You can do this at the
same time. All you hav~ got to do is to spread
1
your fire a little."
"Me undelstand, Misler Wild," and the Chinaman began putting on heavier pieces of wood as
the blaze arose from the fagot pile.
Certainly Wing was a good cook, and he knew
exactly how to do it over a campfire. He was
not long in pushing the iroh rods that would
support the cross rod over the fire, and when this
was done the coffee-kettle hung .in place. But it
would take him a few minute1:, to get the firt in
a condition so boilinis could be done, or even
ready for the big frymg-pan. However, .no one
found fault, for really there was no delay about
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it, since they all knew that the cook was doing
his best. It was not many minutes after the
Chinaman kindled a fire when the odor of both
boiling coffee and frying meat wa s borne · upon
the breeze. By- the time the supper was ready the
sun had gone down, and darkness was coming on
quickly, as it does in that particular part of the
country. Lights could be seen h ere and there in
the shanties and tents of the miners, and many
of the men living there were going back and
forth, while quite a ff!W could be ~een gathered
about the saloon and also the front ,of the buildi}!g that had a sign, across it denoting it to be
the general store. None of them ventured over
to the camp of our friends, however, and as
Young Wild West was sitting down to eat he
looked over toward the saloon and store and
smiled.
"I reckon what we did to that bunch makes
the others feel satisfied to keep away," he remarked. "I have an idea. that this is a pretty
tough sort of camp. But I'm sure if none of the
men here are any worse than those we have already had dealings with, we will have no cause
to complain."
· "There will be enough going ori to keep us
-busy, I imagine, Wild," Jim Dart observed, as he
helped himself to a piece of meat as the cook
was passing it about upon a big tin plate.
"Probably. Well, what would be the use of
us riding all over the wildest parts of the West
looking for excitement and ·adventure if we failed
to find it? There is always something exciting
to be found in a mining camp, especially one of
this §Ort. This is only what I would call a mushroom camp. It certainly hasn't been in ·existence
very long, for there is nothing here in the way
of mining machinery, nor are the buildings anything more than the poorest built shanties. Probably if gold and silver is found to be plentiful
here, it will not be long before something like a
real mining camp will loom up."
Charlie was about to make some sort of a remark when he happened to look at Hop Wah. The
clever Chinee had a big chunk of broiled meat
in one hand and two rather stale biscuits in the
other, and was just about to rise ·to his feet.
"Hey, there, heathen!" the scout called out.
""What the matter?"
"Lat allee light, Misler Charlie. Me gottee
lillee pain, so be."
Then up jumped the Chinaman, and away he
went straight for the shanty saloon on a run.
Charlie sprang to his feet, and no doubt he would
have given chase if Wild had not seized him by
the arm and pulled him back.
"Let him alone, Charlie. What is the use of
trying to do anything with the heathen? You
know as well as I do that he is bound to have
whisky. I gave up trying to reform him over
two years ago, so as long as he attends to his
work and doesn't make a beast of himself, we may
as well let him go."
•
"I know that well enough, Wild," the scout answered, with a grin. "I'd jest like to worry him
a little bit, that's all. But maybe he'll go over
there an' git tr,ouble with that gang we
chucked in the creek."
"He may get in trouble w ith them, but he
knows pretty well what he's doing, and he will
be on the lookout."
All eyes turned upon the Chinaman now, and
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when they saw h im 1un around to the rear of
the shanty, they knew he ·meant to enter it by
that way. But this was a way Hop had of doing
such things. H e paused right at the back door
of the saloon, and the'n after waving hi,; hand,
no doubt for the pur.pose of tantalizing the scout,
he boldly enter ed. Hop had now made a sort
of sandwich with his bread and meat, and after
taking a big bite he held the sandwich in his let
hand, and then feeling under his loose-fitting
jacket, drew forth a somewhat queer-looking object that might have been a foot in length. This
he gave a couple of shakes, and it quickly transformed itself into a small Japanese parasol. An,
other jerk, and the parasol part of it raised,
while the bamboo handle was held by the China-::man in such a manner that the parasol could
shade his head. In this way he strode through
the small room that adjoined the big barroom
and found himself looking upon as many- as a
score of rough-looking men, who were undoubtedly miners. Jerry Devlin, the owner of the saloon
was leaning against the bar, on the outside, puffing away upon a cigar, while his helper was behind the bar, a•d ready to wait upon customers.
The . conversation was about what Young Wild
West had done to the bad gang. But the talk
ceased instantly · when the Chinaman appeared
with the parasol held over his head.
"Velly nicee evening, so be," Hop said, smiling
blandly and at the same time making a bow in
true Oriental fashion.
. "Ha, ha, ha!" laughed the proprietor. "It's
one of the two heathens we seen with the strangers. I reckon it must be Young· Wild West's
Clever Chinee, which I've heard somewhat about.
One of Bud Hawkins' pards said as how it was
Young Wild West who was here, an' that's why
they had been tumbled into the creek so easy.
Good-evenin', heathen. I'm mighty glad to meet
you. I'm the boss of this here shanty. What
kin I do for you?" ,,....
Hop quickly lowered the parasol, and then
with a slight movement of his hand ceased it to
contract quickly. This was very mystifying to
the iuen in the place. But when they saw the
Chin!Tnan apparently swallow the thing, and then
take a bite from his sandwich, cries of a stonishmen went up.
"Me likee havee lillee dlop of tanglefoot, so
be," the Chinaman said, as he turned to the gaping man behind the bar.
The fellow was too a stonished to make a move
to fill the order. But Jerry Devlin quickly pounded upon the bar and said:
"Didn't yoa hear what the_gentleman said? He
wants a drink. Give him the best whisky we've
got in the house, too. He's Young Wild West's
Clever Chinee, an' I know it now. I've heard a
lot about him, come to think of it. He's what
they call one of the fellers what does magic
tricks. Didn't you see him swaller that little parasol whole, an' then take a bite from the bread
an' meat he's got in his hand? Most likely he
does want a drink now 'to swaller it down."
"Lat light, my fliend," Hop spoke up, as he
nodded to him approvingly. "You velly smartee
Melican man. Me knowee lat light away, so be."
The Chinaman had not failed to notice that the
m en who had beP..n forced to take an impromptu
bath in the muddy creek were not present. This
had encouraged him to go right ahead, for ht.
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knew there was little or no danger of anytbing
happening to him right away. The bartender
put out a bottle and glass, and Hop got his drink.
Then as he was about to pay for it, Devlin reached out, and slipping his hand upon the silver
dollar the Chinaman laid upon the bar, said:
"Hold on, my heathen friend. I reckon that
drink's on me."
"You velly nicee Melican man," Hop retorted,
blandly. "Me givee um bartender um dollar so
he can keepee and buy a new necktie."
This caused a roar of laughter, for the fact
was that the bartender, who wore a gray flannel
shirt, had what looked more like a strip of dirty
rag knotted at his throat than it did like a necktie. Hop flipped the coin toward him, and the
man put up his ha_nds to cat~h it. But the 1ollar
failed to reach hun, and disappeared as if by
magic.
.
"Why didn't you ketch the dollar, Sam?" Devlin asked, showing considerable surprise.
"It didn't come to me, boss," was the reply.
"Velly stlange," Hop sa_id, holding o:ut ~is ~fnd
and showing that the com was not m 1t.
Me
chuckee to you, so be."
Every man in the place had seen him toss the
dollar to the bartender, and they would have been
willing to take an affidavit to it. But it did not
occur to one of them that there was an elastic
string attached to it, and that the end of the
string was somewhere up the Chinaman's ,sleeve.
If they had known that much they ould have
easily understood why the dollar disappeared so
suddenly. But that was m~rely one of Hop'.s commonplace tricks. He had mtended to deceive the
bartender and get the drink for nothing, anyhow,
even if the proprietor had not shown his generosity by giving it to him. Hop looked around at
the faces of the miners, and he quickly satisfied
himself that he need have no fear from them.
Some of them, looked at him admiringly, while
others acted very much as if they regarded him
as one who was above the average of the human
race. Hop always carried a large sum of money
with him. This was no doubt due to the fact that
he had a way of gambling whenever he got the .
chance, and he iD;variably won. However, ~u~g
Wild West and his partne-rs never perm1tteahim
to keep money he took from honest card players.
It was only when he got against professional card
sharps who were bent upon fleecing him that
they did not interfere in this respect. At that
very moment the clever Chinee had over two
thousand dollars in his possession. He felt quite
liberal all of a sudden, especially when he knew
there was so one there who was against him.
"Misler Bartender," he said, turning to that individual, whose face was still showing amazement, "me wantee tleat evelybody. Me velly
smartee Chinee. Me gottee uncle in China whattee velly muchee smartee, and me allee samee
likee my uncle. Me gottee plenty money, so be.
Hip, hi, hoolay." Then he pulled out a big r?ll
of bills that made the eyes of those nearest him
open wide. After that out came a buckskin bag
that was nearly full of gold and silver coins.
Bop dumped the contents upon the bar, and then
turning to the crowd, told them all to come up
and have something. Such an invitation is seldom refused at a mining camp saloon. Certainly
there was no danger of it being that way this
time, so they all came uv. though some of them

saw to it that they did not get too close to the
Chinaman who had swallowed a parasol and then
caused a silver dollar to disappear in the air.
When all had been served the Chinaman paid the
bill, and then once more he showed a silver dollar
in his fingers and told the bartender to catch it
and keep it for a tip. This time Devlin, the proprietor, was watching him closely. He got up
within reach of the Chinaman, and when Hop
tossed the coin he made a sudden grab and succeeded in catching it.
"Aha!" he exclaimed, jubilantly. "I'm on to the
trick, boys. The dollar has got a rubber string
tied to it. There's a hole in it, an' the string runs
up our clever friend's sleeve."
"You allee light, Misler Boss!" Hop exclaimed,
as he reached out and grabbed the man by the
hand. "You velly smartee Melican man. Me
likee you velly muchee." This caused those who
had felt somewhat in awe of the Chinaman to
relax, and with broad grins they crowded around,
some of them demanding that he should go ahead
and show them more of his magic. Nothing suited Hop better than to do this, so he promptly
started in by giving an exhibition with a pack o.f
cards that he appeared to take from his left ear.
He was getting along nicely with his tricks when
five men entered the saloon. They were those of
Bud Hawkins' gang who had not lost their revolvers, the leader himself and the fellow who
was without a gun having gone on to the store.
Hop recognized them at a glance, and instantly
he made ready for them, for it flashed upon him
that they certainly would pick on him.

CHAPTER IV.-The Bad Man's Plans Do Not
Seem to Pan Out.
All eyes were turned toward the door as the
five bad men entered the saloon. But no one
seemed to have any fear of them, though more
than one miner glanced at the Chinaman, no
doubt feeling that he would be the target for the
newcomers.
"Velly nicee evening, so be," Hop said, and
stepping toward the center of the room, he rp.ade
a low bow. This was just as surprising to those
who had been in the barroom as it was to the-five
bad men. Certainly no one had expected the Chinaman would make even the slightest remark,
especially since he belonged to Young Wild West's
party.
A scowling fellow who bore the nickname of
Grudger, and who seemed to be spokesman in the
absence of Bud Hawkins, the leader, turned
sharply to the proprietor and exclaimed:
"Hey, I'd like to know if that he_a then is meanin' us when he's sayin' good-evenin', Jerry."
"Well, it sorter looked as if he was meanin'
you," was the cool reply. "But never mind about
it. He sartinly didn't say or do anything that
was at all wrong in my way of thinkin'. Jest remember one thing, Grudger. That feller is Young
Wild West's Clever Chinee.
You know who
Young Wild West is, of course. One of your
pards told me that he was the one that bossed the
job of chuckin' you all into the creek jest afore
sundown."
"That ain't s;rot nothin' t.o clo wit.h mv n11Piat.inn."
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and Grudger paused and acted as if he meant to looked sharply at the young deadshot and Charlie, and talked in low tones. They changed their
pounce upon the Chinaman.
But Hop was watching him as a cat watches plans somewhat by ·not waiting until Bud Hawkins
a mouse. Certainly if the ruffian tried such a and Bill went to the store to purchase new rething he would have a time of it before he got volvers and had come on into the saloon. No
his hands upon the clever Chinee. Probaoly there . doubt it struck them that they would. not have to
were very few men there who were a'ny too law- go as far as the camp near the creek to get
abiding- or honest. But certainly there was not Young Wild West and one of his pards, at least.
one who was not ready to take the Chinaman's But if such thoughts entered their minds just
then they certainly did not act as if they meant
part in case the newcomers tried to harm him.
"Easy there, Grudger," a brawny miner with to do much in that particular line.
•
"Good-evening, g-entlemen," the young deadshot
only one eye called out, as he stepped forward
and touched the man on the shoulder. "This said, in his cool and easy way, not paying any atheathen seems to 'be all right. He can't help tention to what the Chinaman said. "We are
what happened over at the creek jest afore dark. strangers here, so we thought we would come over
If you want to git satisfaction out of anyone, go and get acquainted. Quite a camp you huve got
to the Champion Deadshot an' his pards. ?ifow here."
•
"That's right, Young Wild West," the man with
then, you might as well cool down, 'cause I don't
mind tellin' you straight from the shoulder that one eye answered quickly, as he came forward
smilingly. "Maybe you're a stranger here, an'
we ain't goin' to let the Chinaman be hurt."
"Oh " and Grudger shrugged his shoulders. maybe none of us never seen you afore. But I
"That:s the way you feel about it, eh? Well, jest reckon most of us has heard tell of you. You'll
wait till Bud comes over. He's gone over to the find that there's worse places on the map than
Red Creek, Colorado."
•
store to git a new gun. Lost his in the creek."
"That won't amount to nothin'. I ain't no more
"I don't doubt you, my friend. I'll go as far as
afraid of Bud Hawkins than I am of you. There's to say that I am positive I have been in places a
a whole lot more here what will say the same lot worse than this."
thing, though I'll allow that Bud an' the rest of · "Been putty much around the country, ain't
you have been runnin' things about the way they you?"
"Yes, quite a lot. I have been all over from
wanted to for some little time. But we're all doin'
that, for that matter, so that don't mean that Canada to Mexico, and as far as the coast a
Bud Hawkins is any more boss of the camp than couple of times, too. I have never been very far
me or somebody else. Jest 'cause we all let him east of 'the Rockies, though. I have always found
enough to keep me busy without going further to
say so don't amount to nothin'."
"Tell it to Bud when he comes,'! Grudger said the east."
•
· "An' this here is one of your pards, I s'pose ?"
sneeringly.
But he paid no further attention to Hop, who Dave Green asked, as he smilingly turned to the
stepped up to the bar and ordered the drinks. scout.
Whatever his companions might have thought
"Right you are, pard," Charlie answered quickwhen they first set eyes on the Chinaman can only ly. "My name is Cheyenne Charlie, an' I was
be imagined, but none of them chose to make any born in old Cheyenne. I don't mind tellin' you
remarks concerning him. Hop turned to the big that I'm all wool an' a yard wide, too. But what's
the heathen grinnin' about? Must have been
man with the one eye now.
"Me thlankee you velly muchee, Misler Melican somethin' funny g-oin' on in here.''
Man," he said, putting out his hand, which was
Then the scout deliberately turned and looked
accepted and gripped heartily.
at the men who were gathered in a bunch close to
"All right, heathen. I certainly like you, or I the bar. But like Wild, he had recognized them
wouldn't have said a word. You're about the the moment he entered.
smartest heathen I ever seen. Jest g-o right ahead f "There has been a little fun, Cheyenne Charlie,"
an' show us some more magic. Don't be afraid Green declared, with a shrug of the shoulder!J, for
when Bud Hawkins comes in. He ain't no better he evidently understood what the scout's glance
than anyone else, an' you kin bet there's enough meant. "But it was all in a good way. The
of us here to see that you ain't hurt none."
heathen done some mighty funny tricks. Some
"Whattee you namee, Misler Melican Man? Me of 'em was puzzlin', too. I never seen a feller
likee you 'velly muchee."
handle a pack of cards like he kin, an' when it
"Me? Oh, my name is Green-Dave Green, comes to swallowin' little umbrellas an' sich
they call me, though I s'pose my real name is things like that, why, there aint' no one livin' as
could hold a candle to him.''
David Greenley."
·
1
Then he acted as if he had his doubts about it,
"~~ velly_ smartee Chinee," Hop spoke up, in
while Hop smiled blandly. At that moment Young a p1pmg voice, and then there was a titter.
Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie walked leisurely
It may have been amusing to everyone except
into the saloon. The scout had been eager to come the five ruffians. They appeared to be somewhat
over, probably because he feared that some harm fidgety, and kept glancing at the door, for they
might come to the cleve'.r Chinee, or perhaps that knew it was time their leader and Bill arrived.
he just wanted to mix up with the residents of They judged rightly in this respect, too, for just
Red Creek Camp and get acquainted with them. as Wild and Charlie accepted the invitation of the
A happy smile showed upon Hop's face the mo- one-eyed man to have something Hawkins came
ment he saw them.
stalking in, a brand-new revolvec gripped in his
"Misler Wild and Misler Charlie," he called out, hand. Right behind him was the other fellow,
"me velly smartee Chinee. Me showe Melican and he, too, had a new revolver.
man magic tlicks."
o_w !" yelled the boss bad man of Red Creek.
The five men who had gathered at the bar
I m rigged out brand-new now. Look out, there,
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Jerry Devlin. I'm goin' to do a little shootin' to
see how my new gun goes."
Crack! He fired a shot and smashed a bottle
that was on a rather high shelf behind the bar.
The contents trickled down and spattered upon
the bartender, who hastily dodged under the bar.
"Wow, wow!" the bad man yelled, and just then
he saw Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie
for the first time. The two had reached the bar,
and the young deadshot was actually leaning
upon it with his elbow, gazing at the boss bad
man as if he was greatly amused. The face of
Hawkins turned somewhat pale, and instead of
firing another shot he lowered his gun so the
muzzle pointed toward the door.
"Doing a little shooting up, eh, Mr. Hawkins?"
Wild said, in his cool and easy way, as he stood
ereqt.and looked sharply at the villain. "Thought
you would come in and try your new gun, did you?
Lost the other gun when_! threw you inio the
creek, I suppose. Too bad. What did you pay
for this one?"
Then the boy coolly reached over and took the
revolver from his hand. A low exclamation of
surprise went up simultaneousy from the miners
gathered in the saloon. The boy was paying no
. attention whatever to anyone but the man he was
talking to. But Cheyenne Charlie had his haDd
upon his gun, and he was watching sharply, es-·
pecially the fellow who had entered with the
leader. Wild looked the gun over, and then with
a nod of satisfaction said:
"That's a pretty good piece of h~rdware, I
reckon.
But say, Hawkins, if I was you I
wouldn't use this tonight."
Then he deliberately broke the weapon and removed the cartridges from the cylinder. These he
handed to the man, who took them mechanically,
and then snapping the barrel back into place, he
placed the revolver in his hand.
"Of all the cool things I ever seen done in my
whole life, this one beats 'em mountain high,"
cried Dave Green. "Say, Young Wild West, your
pard might be all wool an' a yard wide, but I'm
blamed if you can't go him a whole lot better.
You're all silk, an' you're double width, too. Put
her there."
"All right, my friend," the boy answered, with
out removing his eyes from the face of the man
who stood before him. "Just wait a minute,
please, till I get through with Mr. Hawkins. The
fact is, I don't want him to do any more shooting
in here. One bottle of liquor is enough to break
in one evening. Another thing, a gun-shot ts annoyinl,\' when it's fired in a low-ceilinged room like.
this one."
·
·
"I don't see no use of firin', anyhow, unless you
want to kill somebody," Cheyenne Charlie spoke
up, and then he flourished his revolver before the
faces of the six at tbe bar.
The bartender had risen to his feet, and he
stood looking at what was taking place, his face
the picture of genuine amazement, while the proprietor leaned back and looked on with just the
vestige of a smile playing about his mouth. Evidently Jerry DevJin was the coolest of anyone
there save the young deadshot. · Slowly Bud put
the new revolver into the holster that hung from
his belt. Then he looked at the cartridges he
was holding in . his hand, and put them in , his
'trousers pocket. Bill, his pard, still had his gun
:in his hand. 13ut it was hanging toward the floor.

He had seen enough to convince him that if he
attempted to raise it Cheyenne Charlie would take
a shot at him, so he wisely let it hang that way.
"Want this one unloaded, too, Wild?" the scout
asked, as he reached over and touched Bill's gun.
"Never mind, Charlie," was the reply. "I
reckon he don't intend to do any shootin' anyhow. He looks a little cleaner than he did be- ·
fore he took a wash in the creek, don't he?"
"Somewhat," and the scout gave a chuckle.
"They all do, for that matter," Wild went on,
and then he turned his gaze upon the rest of the
gang.
This caused the miners to break into a laugh.
They seemed to think that the critical moment
was over, and took it for granted that Young
Wild West was master of the situation.
"Now then, my friend, I reckon I'll have a
cigar with you," Wild said, turning to the oneeyed man. "I forgot what you said your name
was."
·
"I don't know as I told you. I did give the
heathen my name, though. They call me Davt _
Green, which is short for David Greenley."
"All right, Dave. If vou don't mind I'll smoke.
I hope you will not insist that I take a· drink of
whisky, for that is something I never touch."
"Take what you like, Young Wild West. Come
on, heathen, I reckon you're in on this, too. You
fellers what ain't buyin' ncthin' had better keep
away a little."
The last was said to the five men who still
hung close to the bar. One by one they walked
away, and soon they were seated at a couple of
tables at the further end of the room. But neither
Bud Hawkins nor Bill made a move to go and join
them.
·
"What's the matter, gentlemen?" Wild a.11ked,
as he turned to them as if surprised. "Go over
and join your companions. I am sure you fellows
are _all right if you only think !IO. Ho~ you ·
won't feel offended with me for emptying· your
gun for you, Hawkins. I did it because I thought
it was best for you not to smash any more bottles tonight."
The boss bad man gave some sort of grumbling
reply, which was not intelligible, and then walked
over and sat down with the rest, Bill following
him.
CHAPTER V.-Hop and the Card Sharp.
Dave Green, the miner with one eye, certainly
showed that he was pretty well liked by the majority of the men who had gathered at the saloon.
He liad taken a great notion to Young Wild
West and his companions, too, and he surely
showed that he liked the clever Chinee.
"The:re's jest this much about the business here
in Red Creek," he said to the young deadshot
after the bunch of bad men had taken to a corner
of the room. "Things can't be expected to run
along here with anything like smoothness. The
place ain't old enough for "that. It was a case of
every man for himself at the start, an' them
what's managed to stake out putty good claims
has to keep a watch out all the time, fearin' that
somebody will come along ai:i' take 'em from 'em.
Somehow or other most of the men what's come
here to hunt for gold don't· seem to have much of ·
a reputation for bein' anything "like good. They've ·
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knocked around so much that I s'pose they've got
hardened to everything, an' that makes 'em feel as
if they've got to take the law in their own hands.
But I happen to know, Young Wild West," and
the man lowered his voice a little, "that there's
many a feller here what's got a good heart when
it comes right down to hard-pan. I ain't been
no angel myself, but I. will say that I always stick
up for the under dog. I believe in givin' a feller
a chance."
"A mighty good sentiment, Mr. Green," Wild
answered, nodding- his head approvingly.
"Mr. Green, eh? Why don't you go a little further and make it Greenley? But say, my boy,
Dave is good enough for me, or else jest Green.
It don't say that 'cause I'm a lot older than you
that you have got to put a handle to my name."
"Very well, if it suits you better I will call you
Dave."
"That's it. Now then, Young Wild West, since
• you have sorter settled the hash of Bud Hawkins
an' his bunch of favorites, s'pose we talk about
somethin' else? If it ain't askin' you too much,
what did you come here for?"
"Nothing at all, Dave. We just dropped in
here the same as we do at other places. It happens to be our first visit to Red Creek Camp.
Didn't know there was such a place, in fact.
Maybe you know that we are inclined to ride
about through the wildest part of the country
looking for something to keep us busy."
"That's it. eh? Sorter thought you might
strike semethin' worth whi'le when you got here, I
s'pose."
· "Yes, we generally do strike something. But
this tirp.e it came rather unexpectedly. The man
who claims to run things here was not inclined
to treat us very well. He thought we should
have asked permis_sion to pitch our camp somewhere instead of going ahead and doing it without saying a-word to anyone."
"Yes, that's a sort of rule that Hawkins has
laid down. He's the boss bad man of the camp
all right. He calls himself that, anyhow, an' I
s'pose it didn't hurt no one to let it be that way.
I s'pose I might be called a bad one myself, 'cause
I've done things that ain't exactly what might be
called very nice. But since you have got here, it
sorter strikes me that we might do a little better
than we've been doin'. I'm satisfied that there's
chances here for men to accumulate quite a little
dust, much more than they kin spend for whisky
an' lose by gamblin'. The fact is, I was thinkin'
somethin' like this two or three days ago. It
struck me that maybe I'd better lay up a few
oun<!es of gold now an' then, as I might need it
when I git older. But yisterday Jim Brennen
made me what I thought was a mighty good offer
for my claim, an' I sold out to him. I only got a
thousand dollars for it, an' I s'pose I was a fool,
'cause I'm dead sure I could make that much inside of three weeks if I put in seven or eight hours
hard work a day."
"You were rather foolish if that's the case.
Dave."
"Well, ther e's other claims to be staked out.
Maybe I wouldn't h ave been so willin' to sell to
Jim Brennen if I hadn't had my eye on a spot."
Then the miner winked his solitary eye and
grinned broadly.
"I reckon you ain't no fool," Cheyenne Charlie
remarked grinningly. "But, parq, if it won't
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make you mad I'm goin' to ask you how you lost
an eye."
"Oh, it dont' make me mad for anyone to ask
me that question. That eye was shot out. Funniest thing you ever heard of, too. Bullet struck
me sideways an' destroyed the eye, runnin' out
jest above my nose. You kin see that streak up
there, I s'pose."
"Yes, I see it. Ain't much of a scar, though."
"Well, I never seen a thing out of that eye
ag'in, an' in about two weeks there wasn't no eye
there. Maybe some time when I git to a town
where sich things kin be bought, I'll git a glass
eye put in. I've been thinkin' of it a whole lot,
but I ain't made up my mind what .color it will
be. Sometimes I think a bright blue would be all
right, then I think it oughter shade a little on the
green. Others allow that it oughter be somewhat
of a brown. Well ,it won't make ari awful lot of
difference what color it is as long as it's an eye,
an' I kin see a little out of it."
The miner winked again, showing that he did
not mean what he said. But some of the listeners
evidently thought he did.
"Say, Dave," a man spoke up, grinning from
ear to ear, "I've heard you say that thing two or
three times afore. You sartinly don't believe that
a feller kin see with a glass eye."
"What good is the eye, then'!" and once more
Dave winked at our hero and his partners.
"Well, I sorter had an idea that if a feller lost
an eye an' had a glass one put in, it was to make
him look about as handsome as he did afore he
lost the eye."
"Pshaw! I never was handsome, an' I don't
know as I'm much worse with only one eye. But
I'll tell you one thing, an' I'll bet money on it,
too, if I git a glass eye put in I'll be able to see
jest as good as I kin now."
Green laughed heartily, for no doubt he thought
it was quite a joke. But they all understood now
that he did not mean it when he said he expecetd
he could see with a glass eye.
"I think you'll see me mighty close to your
camp the first thing in the mornin', Young Wild
West," Dave Green went on to say, after a pause.
"I'll have a few stakes with me an' an axe, too,
most likely."
"Going to stake out a claim close to our camp,
eh?"
"Somethin' like that. But I ain't sayin' nothin'
more jest now."
Wild kept an occasional watch upon the bunch
of bad men, and he now noticed that they were
becoming more at their ease. They had ordered a
bottle and some glasses, and appeared to be enjoying themselves after the fashion that such men
generally do. H op Wah had been strangely silent
for a while. He was sitting near a table where
four men had started a game of seven-up. But
he did not appear to be taking a great deal of interest in the playing, and acted as if he was
thinking of something else.
"What's the matter, Hop?" Jim Dart said, as
he walked over and slapped him on the shoulder.
" You go to um camp pletty soon, Misler Jim?"
came the query.
"I r eckon so. But why do you ask that? Want
to go with us, I suppose."
"Ma ybe so, Misler Jim. Me gittee velly muchee
sleepy."
"Wild," Jim called out, "Hop says he is getting
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sleepy, and he wants to know hQw soon we are
going to the camp."
.
"That'i. all right," the young deadshot answered laughingly. "If he feels sleepy he can go
to the camp right away and turn in as soon as
he likes. But I reckon he doesn't feel very sleepy.
I think I know what he is thinking about at this
very moment."
"You velly smartee Melican boy, Misler Wild,"
Hop answered smiliJ1gly. "Me wantee play dlaw
pokee, and me waitee for you to go outtee, so be."
"You hear what the Chinaman say,s, Dave,"
the young deadshot remarked, turning to the
miner. "He's anxious to get into a game of draw
poker. Now then, I am going to give you a little
advice. Don't you play with him unless you feel
like losing the money you sold you claim for.
The fact is, Hop Wah can win money from any
card .sharp I ever saw. He cheats, of course, but
it is difficult to see him do it. I hope you will
take my advice and not play with him."
The big miner grinned and shook his head.
"It's a mighty big temptation, my boy," he declared. "If that heathen wants to play draw
poker it will be mighty hard to keep some of the
gang from playin' with him, even if they know
he's an expert. But I reckon I'll take your advice. I won't play."
"Gentlemen,' Wild called out, addressing them
all, but no one in particular; "you have heard
what I said about Hop Wah. He is an expert
ca1'd sharp, and he can cheat the eyes out of your
head, so don't play cards with him."
"Excuse me, Young Wild West," a short, stout
man with a bristling gray beard called out, as he
stepped over, his forefinger .raised to emphasize
what he was saying. "I understand exactly what
you say, and I know the meanln' of it. But I'm
goin' to tell you straight that if any man kin
cheat me an' win my money without me knowin'
it, I'm more than willin' to let him have the
money. If you ain't goin' to make no objections,
I'll challenge the heathen to a game right now."
"Are you anything of a card sharp yourself,
my friend?"
"Somewhat. Ask the boys here. Ask Dave
Green, for instance," and the stout man grinned
broadly.
"Foxy is one of the slickest fellers with a deck
of cards I ever seen,' Dave declared. "I was
thinkin' about him when we was talkin' about the
heathen. I jest would like to see the two of 'em
play a few hands."
"Maybe you would be willin' to back me up,
'cause- I ain't got a whole lot of money, Dave,"
Foxy said suggestively.
"Not much I won't back you up. How much
have you got?"
"Well, I 'll mighty soon find out. I reckon I
must have around two or·three hundred dollars in
cash, an' maybe twice that much in gold dust."
He coolly went through hi s pockets, and soon
showed that he has as much cash a s he said. This
he piled on the table before him, and then nodding to Hop, who had not as yet made a move to
get up to the table, said:
"How about it, heathen? We'll play a twohanded game. We'll make it a freeze-out game,
too. We'll each start with three hundred dollars,
an' see who goes broke. When that happens the
game will be ended, an' one of us will have six
hundred dollars instead of three."

"Allee light; ine likee lat velly muchee," Hop
answered, and then he turned a questioning look
at Young Wild West.
The young deadshot was satisfied to let · them
go ahead, for he made up his mind that in case
Hop got the best of the man he would force him
to give back the money. Jerry Devlin stepped
over to the table with a new deck of cards.
"Here you are, boys. I'm tnterested in this.
here thing, an' we'll see who s the best man.
You're a good one, Foxy, as I happen to know.
But maybe the Chinee kin beat ..you. It's goin' to
be a case of cheatin' straight from the shoulder,
I s'pose, so let yourself go."
"Me no cheattee,'' Hop deelared innocently.
"Me velly goodee Chinee. Me go to Sunday school
in 'Flisco. Learnee to play dlaw pokee velly
muchee quickee."
"That's all right, heathen," Foxy retorted, with
a grin. "If you ketch me doin' any cheatin' jest
tell me about it an' the pot will be yours. If. I
happen to see you cheatin' I'll take the pot."
"Allee light; we shakee hands, Misler Foxy."
The two gripped hands, and it looked as if it
was going to be a very friendly game. Hop counted out three hundred dollars and left it lying on
the table. Then Foxy pu.,t what money he had
amounting to more than that sum back in his
pocket, and the cards were shuffled and cut. Foxy
won the deal.
"No limit, heathen,'' he said, shaking his head
and looking shar,PlY at his opponent.
"Allee light," was the bland reply.
"It might be that I'll put up all I've got, an'
then it's a showdown."
"Me undelstand."
"Maybe it will be a mighty short game, too,"
and the card sharp chuckled.
"Me no care for lat."
•
Foxy dealt the cards around, and waiting until
all five lay before him, Hop picked them up and.
glanced over . them in an off-hand way. It was
not at all surprising when he found he had four
trays and an ace. He had already put up an
ante of a dollar, but the dealer made it ten.
When he had dealt himself the necessary five
cards, Foxy looked at the Chinaman inquiringly.
Cheyenne Charlie happened to get a glimpse of
the ·man's hand and saw that he had a pair of
kings, but nothing else that was worth while. He
did not know what Hop had, so waited to see
what he would do.
"How many cards do you ·want?" Foxy asked,
as he picked up the pack.·
"Thlee," was the quick reply.
The dealer gave a start. Evidently he haEI expected the Chinaman to stand pat.
"Three, did you say?" he asked, as if he had
not heard aright.
"Lat light, me wantee thlee cards."
"All right," and then rather reluctantly he proceeded to deal them to the Chinaman.
But instead of taking them from the top of the
pack, he slipped them from the bottom. It was
so r ank that Cheyenne Charlie broke into a laugh.
"Whattee mattee, Misler Foxy?" Hop asked,
as he pushed the cards back. "Me no wantee you
deal lat way. Me wantee um cards fiom um top
of um pack."
"That's where I give 'em to you from," and
Foxy promptly placed the rejected cards on the
top of the deck.
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"You velly smartee Melican man, Misler Foxy,
but you no foole~ me lat way."
"Pshaw! Go on an' take what's in the pot, an'
deal 'em yourself."
So saying, the gambler threw the cards upon
the table. Hop did as he said, but of course he
got but a dollar out of it. In picking up the cards
he managed to look at those that had been at the
top of the pack, and when he found there were
two kings there, he reached out and turned over
the hand Foxy had thrown d own. There were
two kings there, too, so he grinned, and nodding
to his opponent, remarked:
"Evelythling allee light, Misler Foxy. If me no
takee some cards you allee samee havee four
kings. You velly smartee Melican man. Now
you watchee me. If me cheatee you tellee me, and
me givee you fivee bundled doHee."
Then the Chinaman shuffled the cards, and
while he was doing it put certain ones together
before the eyes of the man he was playing with
and those who \Vere standing about. No doubt
he was l:leing watched closely, but there was not
a person there, not even our friends, who would
have been willing to say that he was doing anything but shuffling the cards in the ordinary way.
When Foxy cut the cards Hop put them back just
the same as before the cut was made, and no one
noticed this, either. · However, this was due to
his sleight-of-hand ability, for- certainly his hands
were quicke, than the eye of the average mortal.
Foxy put fifty dollars on the board while the
Chinaman was dealing.
"There you are, heathen," he said. "It's goin'
to cost you that much to draw cards."
"Allee light," was the reply, and then without
looking at his hand the Chinaman pushed a hundred to the pile and warbled sweetly:
"Me makee fifty more, Misler Foxy."
"I'm there," and the extra fifty was prom·ptly
put up.
The card sharp was somewhat surprised to find
himself the posse;;sor of a pair of kings. He had
a ten, nine and a deuce with them, and eyeing the
Chinaman sharply, he discarded the _latter ·three
and said:
"I'll take three cards, heathen."
"Allee light. Me givee um cards fl-om the top
of um pack, so be. Me no cheatee."
He took the three cards off, one at a time, and
laid them before the gambler.
"Now len," he said, as he looked at his own
hand musingly, "me takee four cards, so be. Me
takee flom the top of um packee."
He made the discard, and then took the cards,
one at a time as before, from the top of the deck.
There certainly was no sleight-of-hand about this.
But it was not necessary that there should be, for
Hop had already fixed that part of it. But all
the cards he had given Foxy were kings, making
him hol four. The four he took himself were
aces, smce he had held a deuce when making the
draw.
. "Got everything fixed all right, heathen?"
Green asked, as he grinned at those standing
about. "I've been watchin' you mighty sharp, an'
if you have been doin' any cheatin' I'm willin.' to
let you take my pile. There never was a man
livin' what could handle a declc of cards an' do
cheatin' without me ketchin' him."
' "Me no -cheatee, Misler Foxy. Me velly smartee
Chinee, but me no cheatee."
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"All right. I've got a hundred dollars of my
money in the pile now. Here goes the rest of
what I've got. I'll jest see how game you are."
"Me velly muchee gamee, so be," Hop answered,
and then he pushed his pile, with the exception
of the two dollars he had taken from the first
pot, to the middle of the table.
"It's a show-down, so here's what I've got,"
and Foxy laid his cards dowri, showing the four
kings.
, "Velly goodee hand, Misler Foxy. But me gottee four lillee aces."
As the Chinaman's hand was exposed, there was
a short silence, which was quickly followed by a
burst of laughter.
"Found a little more than your match this time;
Foxy," Jerry Devlin said, as he slapped the astonished .::ard sharp on the back. "You had better let the heathen alone. I never seen sich a
mess as you made of it when you dealt the cards.
Must have thought the heathen was blind."
As Hop was about to put the winnings in his
pocket, Wild touched him on the arm and said:
"Never mind, Hop. You give him back his
three hundred dollars. I reckon that will be a
lesson for you."
"Allee lig·ht, Misler Wild," and as cheerfully
as if it amounted to nothi111g, the heathen pushed
Foxy's money toward him. The card sharp did
not i:efuse it, either, but thanked both Wild and
Hop.
.
''Now then, gentlemen," the young deadshot
said in his cool aR.d easy way, ' as he looked at
the crowd, "I reckon we will go back to the camp
and take things easy. I hope that Bud Hawkins
and his gang won't interiere with us while we're
asleep, for it is disagreeable to be awaken,ed during the night, you know. Good-night, everybody."
"Good-night, good-night," came the reply, and
then Wild turned and walked out, followed by
Cheyenne Charlie.
_,

CHAPTER-VI.-The One-Eyed Man Stakes Out
A Claim.
Jim Dart had a habit of remaining at the camp
with the girls whenever they were at a mining
town or settlement. The fact was that Eloise, his
sweetheart, was more timid thart Arietta or the
scout's wife, and Jim catered a little to her whims.
Wild and Charlie came back to the camp a little
sooner ~ban they were expected. But they had
been in the saddle all day long, and both declared that they were about ready to turn in for
the night. However, they sat down and talked
for nearly an hour, telling all about the happenings at the shanty saloon. It was about ten o'clock
when Wild and Charlie .crept into the larger of
the two tents! leaving Jim to do guard duty until
half-past twe ve, when Charlie would relieve him.
The girls sought their tent soon after, and then
things settled down quietly enou&-h. Jim could
hear bursts of laughter coming from the shanty
salEJon occasionally, so he knew that those who
were there must be in a pretty good humor. His
watch passed, and in due time Cheyenne Charlie
took his place. They were expecting to have trouble during the night with the had gang, but it did
not pan out that way. Wild had a rather quiet
time of it, too, and it was not until just after it
began to grow light that Hop appeared. The
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Chinaman was doing his best to sneak around and
get into the tent unobserved by the young deadshot, but he should have known better than that,
for Young Wild West was not the one to permit
any one to reach the camp without seeing him
while he was doing guard duty. Not wishing to
awaken the others, the boy stepped along softly
to meet the heather\.
"Been drinking quite a lot, eh?" he said. "You
ought to be ashamed of yourself, Hop."
.
"Whattee mattee, Misler Wild? Me only takee
two, thlee dlinks of tanglefoot, so be. Me velly
goodee Chinee. Velly muchee sleepy. Wantee lay
down and shuttee eyes."
"How much money did you win after we left
last night?"
"Misler Wild, maybe me win eight hundled tlollee, so be."
"Eight hundred dollars, eh? Who did you win
it from?"
,
·
"Misler Gleen wantee play, so me play. Thlee
more ME!lican men wantee play, so ley play. We
play allee night, Misler Wild. Me winnee allee
samee eight hundled dollee."
"And some of it was Green's money, I suppose?"
"Very muchee, Misler Wild. He velly smartee
Melican man, but he no. knowee how play pokee.
But he allee light, Misler Wild. He say he findee
plenty gold velly muchee quikee. He stakee outtee um claim light down um hill pletty close to
here. He tellee me lat, and he say he be here
velly early next morning."
Wild said nothing more to him, so a few minutes later the Chinaman was lying close to the
side of his brother sound asleep.
Wild knew there was no danger of the bad
gang appearing now, so he sat down to wait until sunrise. Red and yellow soon began to show
in the east, and gradually it broadened until the
young deadshot knew that in another fifteen minutes the sun would be showing. He arose,
stretched his arms, and then walked briskly about
to get the blood in proper circulation. Along the
bank of the creek he walked a short distance, and
then as he turned to come back he saw a man
approaching leading· a horse that was loaded with
considerable outfit. It was Dave Green who was
approaching. The one-eyed miner was puffing
away at a short, black pipe, and was leading his
horse along just·as if he had the whole day before
him to get to his destination. Walking over to
meet him, t ~ young deadshot called out, pleasantly:
"Good-morning, Dave."
"Good-mornin', Young Wild West. I hope you
put in a putty good night."
"I certainly did. Got all the sleep I needed."
"Well, I didn't do much sleepin'. I sorter forgot about your advice last night, an' I got in a
game of draw poker with the heathen an' some
others. Sorter cleaned me out a little, too," and
the miner smiled in a sickly way.
"I heard about it."
"You did? Why, the heathen allowed that he
could git back here without no one knowin' ~t."
"He did, eh? Well, he should have known better than to say a thing like that, much less try
to do it. I questioned him, and he told me all
about the poker game. Lost the biggest part of
your thousand dollars, didn't you?"
"No, not exactly. About half of it, I s'pose. But
it's all right, Young Wild West. I'm goin' to stake

out a claim right down in the holler not more
than two hundred yards from the other side of
the creek. There's a rich placer there, an' I know
it. The fact is, maybe I sold my claim for a lot
less than what it's worth, but I'm goin' to git gold
dust a whole lot easier than goin' down deep in
the ground for it. I'm goin' to clean up this
placer, an' then maybe I'll have enough to make
me rich for the 1·est of my life."
"Well, if you know what you're doing it's all
right, Dave. I won't tell you again not to gamble
with the Chinaman."
"Never mind about that," and Green grinned
from ear to ear.
He certainly was good-natured about it, and as
Wild walked along with him until they. came to
a shallow place where the creek might be easily
forded, the boy made up his mind that the oneeyed man possessed a very goo<i heart, and that
the chances were that he might do a whole lot in
the way of reforming. The miner led his horse
across the stream, and then went on down the
sloping descent until he was just about two hundred yards from the camp of Olli' friends. Green
promptly unloaded his horse, and then tying it to
a tree, started right in with his axe to cut the
stakes he needed to mark out his claim.
He was provided with everything .that was
needed, and as Wild sat there watching him he
saw him produce a tape measure after he had cut
a few stakes and begin to measure off the claim
he meant to take possession of.
"That fellow means all right," the young deadshot thought, as he nodded approvingly. By this
time the sun was all the way up. It was shining
with a brightness that gave promise of a very fine
day. Wild looked at it for a moment, and then decided it was about time to arouse his companions.
He went over to the tent and, pulling aside the
flap, he found Charlie and Jim, as well as the two
Chinamen, sleeping soundly.
"Come, Wing," he called out, loudly. "I reckon
it's about time to see about getting breakfast."
That was sufficient to arouse the cook and the
boy's two partners. But Hop did not budge. He
had been asleep but a very short time, and no
doubt it would have taken quite considerable to
arouse him.
Charlie walked down to the creek to try and
find water that was clean enough to wash in. He
caught sight of the miner who was busy staking
out his claim the first thing, and nodding to the
young deadshot, he said:
"So that's where the one-eyed feller is goin' to
work, is it?"
"It seems so, Charlie," was the reply. "I was
just talking to him. He says he knows for a fact
that there's a rich placer there."
"Mighty bad place if a heavy rain made the
creek overflow, I should reckon. It's right in a
holler the1·e. It would fill up like a big asin in
no time."
"It is hardly likely there will be rain enough
to cause the creek to overflow, Charlie. It would
have to be dammed up somewhere to make it do
that, even if there was an awful rainstorm."
Jim came over to them just then, and after
passing a few comments on the early appearance
of the one-eyed miner, he -joined Charlie in getting the water that was needed, while the young
deadshot walked back toward the tents. It was
not long before the girls came out, and then Anna
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was soon assisting the cook in making preparations for breakfast.
"Gal," the scout said, as he came over to her a
little later, "I don't know what Wild thinks about
it, but it sorter strikes me that we might as well
invite that one-eyed feller down there to have
somethin' to eat with us. He's moved his belongin's into that holler as if he meant to pitch his
camp there, an' it ain't likely he's got things in
shape to do much cookin' yet."
"I'm sure Wild would not object to asking him
to join us. You know him very well, I suppose."
Wild was spoken to about the matter, and he,
of course, was more than willing that Green
should be invited to breakfast. Then Charlie
walked down the creek to the fording place, and.crossing it, was not long in calling to the miner
and telling him what was wanted of him.
''Much obliged to you for the invitation, but
the fact is I ain't feelin' much like eatin' this
mornin'," Green answered, with a shake of the
head. "I'm jest workin' myself into a good old
~weat now, an' after a while I'll feel better.
Didn't have no sleep to speak of last night, an'
got a little too much firewater into ·me."
"Never mind that. Come on an' git a cup of
coffee, anyhow."
.
· "All right, I'll do it, then," and throwing down
tl>.e axe he was handling, the miner promptly
started up the slope.
Reaching the creek, he washed his hands and
face, and then stepped across it from stone to
stone close at the heels of Charlie. He was rather
bashful when he was introduced to the girls, but
sniffed at the odor that came from the coffee-kettle, and nodded his head approvingly. The result
was that he sat down and ate breakfast with the
party, and he seemed to enjoy it thoroughly. He
was not the first one to get up, either, and when
he did so he happened to look off in the di1·ection
of the shanty hotel.
"Hello!" he exclaimed, suddenly, pointing that
way. "Here comes Bud Hawkins an' his gang.
Sorter looks as if they're on the war-path. I'm
glad I'm here with you, 'cause I sartinly will help
you out all I kin."
Wild and his partners saw that the miner spoke
the truth. Seven men were approaching at a
swagger, three or four of them carrying rifles,
and there was no doubt that they were the identical ones who had been forced to take an impromptu bath in the muddy creek the night before.

CHAPTER VIL-The Bad Gang Meet With
Another Setback.
Bud Hawkins, the boss bad man of Red Creek,
had been biding his time, as he called it. Some
of his cronies wanted to make an attack upon the
camp of Young- Wild West during the night, but
he would not have it that way.
"We'll wait till mornin', an' then we'll fix 'em
up in the right kind of shape," he declared. "A
feller kin see what he's doin' in the daylight a
whole lot better than he kin in the dark. If we
git to sneakin' up around there in the night, most
likely we would be stopped afore we could do much,
an' that would .mean that we would be shot down
like a lot of coyotes. If we go there in the d;:iytime carryin' a rifle or two an' showin' 'em that

we mean business, it's a putty sure thing that
Young Wild West will make up his mind that the
best thing he kin do is to git away from here.
That's about all I want him to do. I ain't in for
killin' him or anythin' like that. Of course, I'd
be mighty pleased if I got the chanee to pop him
over, if it could be done in what the ' men around
here would call a fair an' square way. But if I
kin make the lot of 'em gather up their belongin's an' hit the trail from Red Creek, it will be
one of the greatest things that ever happened.
Then Dave Green an' the r est of 'em around here
will sorter begin to think that I'm the real boss,
after all. Most of the boys workin' here is a
putty good lot, _but some of 'em don't seem to care
a whole lot about me when I git illuminated with
bug-juice, an' holler about beh1' the boss bad man.
But one thing about it, boys, they've always let me
alone, which shows putty well that they ain't feelin' very much like crossin' me."
They all thought that wha~ their leader said
was about right, so it was decided to bide their
time and wait until the next morning. Bud told
them to meet him at his stanty the first thing in
the morning, and to come well armed. The result was that a little after sunrise they all appeared at the shanty. Those who had not eaten
any breakfast were invited to join him, which
they did. a'hen as soon as the coffee had been
swallowed they were ready for business. Bud
found that three of them had rifles, while one
man had an old shotgun, which he declared to be
in first-class order.
"Good!" the villainous leader exclaimed. "I
reckon when they see us comin' in this fashion
they'll sorter begin to understand that we ain't
to be fooled with after all. Now then, there ain't
no use waitin' around here. You're -sure all your
guns are loaded, ain't you?"
They all declared that they were sure, so Bud
stepped before them and called out sharply:
"Forward, march!"
Straight for Jerry Devlin's saloon he led them.
The bartender happened to be there alone, and
was sweeping up the place, for it happened that
those of the men who wanted to work had gone to
their claims for that purpose, and those who did
not had not showed up yet.
"Mornin', Joe," Hawkins said, pleasantly, as he
stalked into the room, his men following in sin~le file, those with the ~hotgun and rifles carrymg them after the fashion of soldiers.
"Mornin'," the bartender answered, looking
somewhat surprised. "What are you goin' to do
start on the war-path?"'
"I reckon somethin' like that. But set us out a
drink, will you?" .
Joe act~d as _if he was ~omewhat suspicious
about gettmg paid for the drmks, but did not hesitate long, however. He put out the necessary
black bottle and the glass, and Bud and his men
each took a drink.
"I'll pay you when I come back, Joe," the bad
man said, with a hoarse laugh.
"That ain't business, Bud. You know as well
as I do that the boss don't allow me to hang you
up."
"The boss is asleep now, so he won't know noth•
in' about it. Another thing, what are you goin' to
do about it?" and then Bud tapped the butt of his
revolver significantly.
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The bartender said no more, for the fact was stop. Taking a deliberate aim, Young Wild
he was afraid of him.
West's sweetheart pulled the trigger.
Crang ! As the sharp report rang ou~ on the
"Come on, boys. Now we'll go an' finish up our
little business, an' then we'll come back an' have morning air the . slouch hat ~ud Hawkins_ was
another drink. I reckon it ain't goin' to take very wearing was w h1sked from his head as if by
magic.
·
long."
"Hey,- there!" the villain cal.led _Gru~?er called
"Say " the bartender said, as they turned to go
out, excitedly, as he waved ,~is rifle, what are
out, "w'hat b"usiness are you on, anyhow?"
"What business are we on?" and the leader you tryin' to do, young lady?
Arietta was not quite satisfied yet, so she quickpaused and looked at his grinningly. "Since you
are so mighty inquisit~ve, I'll tell 1yo"?. "\'7e're go- ly took aim again and fired anothei: shot. . Th~s
in' to chase Young Wild West an his friends out time it was Grudger's hat that got it, but it did
•not fall from his head. However, the bullet went
of the camp."
"Oh!" and the bartender's face took on the v~s- through the crown, and touched his hair, giving
tige of a smile. "All right," he. added. "I wis~ him a sort of an electric shock. He let out a yell
and dropped his rifle. Then up went his hands.
you luck. It ain't none of my busmess, of course.
As if they were 4ient upon a mission they were Jim Dart broke into a laugh, and Dave Green
absolutely certain they were going to perform, joined him. Wild could not help smiling himself,
the seven rascals filed out of the saloon and though the contempt he felt for the ruffians was
turned theiJz steps directly for the camp on the hard to overcome. Bud Hawkins picked up his
bank of the creek. They had gone but a short hat after waiting about half a minute, and t~n
he began talking excitedly to his companions. But
distance before they saw Dave Green there.
none of them attempted to 1eome any closer.
"What's that one-eyed galoot doin' over there,
"Say," Wild called out, "what are you fellows
I wonder?" Bud asked, as he came to a halt and
waiting for? You were coming here for some
looked in a puzzled way at his followers.
"There's only one way for you to find out what purpose. Now come on and let's hear what it is."
"There ain't no need of comin' any closer to
he's doin' there, Bud," Wince declared, after a
short silence. "That is to go over there are ask tell you what we come fo-r ," Bud answered, somehim. I reckon you'll have time to d~ that afore what tartly. "We've been talkin' things over,
you give the kid an' his bunch the order to an' we allowed that Red Creek wasn't no place
for you folks. We made up our minds to give_
vamoose."
you a couple hours to leave in. I'll tell you right
"You kin bet your life I'll ask him. Come on now that that's what we come
for."
now. We may as well git this thing over with as
"Then you mean to say that we have got to get
soon as possible. There ain't _g0in' to be no chuck- away from here inside of two hours, eh?"
in' in the creek done this mornin', an' you kit bet
"That's jest what we want to do."
on it. Jest you fellers with them rifles keep 'em
"You wouldn't kill us if we refused to go in
ready an' have 'em pointed straight at that bu~c~
over there. But if you happen to do any shootin , that time, would you?"
"I ain't sayin' anything like that."
look out for the females. We're all bad e:v.ough,
"Oh, you are not, eh? Wen, _you just come on
I know but there ain't no use in hurtin' women
folks. 'we mustn't any of us forgit that our up here, all of you. Do as I say, or I'll tell you
plainly you'll never live to get ten yards from
mothers was women."
where you are now." Out came the boy's reHalf way to the little camp Bud halted his men. volver, and he flourished
it in a way which told
Then he placed them in twos, selecting _G rudger the villains plainly
he meant business. But
to walk at his side. It was Grudger who had one they did not make athat
move to obey the command.
of the rifles, and no doubt the leader felt that
"Are you
Wild said, taking a few
he was one of the determined sort, far more so steps toward coming?"
them.
than any of the rest, and he could rely upon him
"There ain't no use in us comin' any closer,"
if anything unexpected chanced to occur.
Bud declared, shaking his head doggedly.
Having seen the villains approaching, Young
"Yes, there
I want you to come. Now, if
Wild West and his partners were ready to meet you don't come is.
going to shoot you. You will
them. So was Dave Green, for that matter, a~d be the first one Itoam
drop." Then the revolver was
certainly at least one of the girls w_a_s ready. This raised on a line with
the man's breast.
was Arietta. She was actually snnlmg when she
"Come
boys. I s'pose we're in for it ag'in,"
saw the apology for a small parade approaching. Bud said, on,
shrugging his shoulders and acting as if
"What are you goin' to do with 'em, Wild?" he had suddenly
been taken with a sick spell. EviCheyenne Charlie asked, as he kicked up his rifle, dently they
there was no other way, so
which had been standing against a small tree they started thought
slowly towa'l'd the camp. Not until
close to the tents.
they were within twenty feet of the two tents did
"I haven't made up my mind yet, Charlie," was Wild let them stop.
the reply.
"Here they are, Dave," the young deadshot said,
Arietta now picked up her rifle.
turning to the one-eyed miner. "What do yau
"Wild," she said, "it is quite plain that those think of your fellow-associates of Red Creek
men are coming here for no good. Do you want Camp?"
me to put a hole through the crown of the leader's
"Not a whole lot, Wild," was the quick reply.
hat? I am sure I can do it without hurting him "I never seen sich
fools in my life. Bud Hawor any of the rest."
kins may be the boss bad man here, but blamed
"All right, Et. Go ahead and do it, then."
• if he ain't the biggest fool what ever lived here
The girl quickly raised her Remington, and s~e- or anywheres else. I wouldn't blame you if you
ing the action, the seve~ men came to a quick shot the whole bunch of 'em."
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CHAPTER VIII.-Wild Illustrates the Story of
William Tell.
Bud Hawkins and his bunch of rascals were
about as uneasy as men could be. They ac~d very
much like men would act who were condtlhned to
die. Dave Green, with a sarcastic smile on his
face, walked up close to the villains and, nodding
his head to them, said :
"Well, boys, I always did allow you fellers had
a little sense, but it shows mighty plain that I was
mistaken. In the first place, you never ought to
have interfered with Young Wild West an' his
friends at all. But after you did do it, an' got
chucked in the creek, it should have made you understand that you was s'posed to mind your own
business. You found it was Young Wild West,
but that didn't make a bit of difference. Now then
I don't know as I've got any real hard feelin's
toward any of you, but I sartinly am goi_n' to enjoy this little exhibition that Young Wild West
is goin to give. He jest told me that he wouldn't
be so hard on you as to shoot the whole bunch of
you but that he was goin' to show you somethin'
you' had never seen afore. I'm anxious to see
what it is." Wild motioned Green to step back.
"Did you ever hear the story about William
Tell?" he asked, as he nodded toward the villains
before him. There was no reply.
"I'll tell you then," the young deadshot went
on, in his cool and easy way. "The story goes
that there was a man named William Tell, who
was a wonderful shot with a crossbow. That was
the time before guns were ,mvented. Well, somehow he got in trouble with a king who knew he
was a dead shot, but believed that he did not have
much sand in him. This king had the man's little
boy brought forward and made him stand I don't
know just how far away from the father. An
apple was put on the boy's head, and then the
king told William Tell to go ahead and shoot the
apple from the boy's head, and if he failed to do
it he would be put to death. Of course the king
thought William Tell could ,not do it, and I suppose he also thought that if he tried it he would
be about as likely to kill the boy as he would to
hit the apple. But William Tell was full of grit,
and he took aim with his crossbow and shot the
apple clean in two without harming a hair in the
boy's head. Never heard that story, any of you
eh?" They looked at Wild, thei7: faces jlale, but
no one answered in the affirmative.
"I was just telling you for a sort of an illustration. I have decided to be William Tell, and you
fellows are going to represent the boy. We have
no apples here, but we have quite a_ few _po- '
tatoes in our stores. I reckon potatoes will be Just
as good as apples. Now then, Charlie, just see to
it that those fellows remove their hats." None of
the villains had been disarmed, but Charlie and
Jim, as well as Arietta, were watching them
closely, each holding a revolver.
However, they all knew how cowardly they
were, so no one feared that they would put up a .
fight. With a broad grin on his face the scout
walked down the line which had been formed and
knocke.d the hats from the heads of the men. He
was not very delicate about doing it, either, and
more than one got a good swat on the head as
the hat went off. Charlie had scarcely fini shed
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removing their hats when Hop came forward with
the potatoes.
"Me fixee, Misler Wild.7" he said, nodding to
the young deadshot.
"All right, Hop, go ahead." Hop had some difficulty in making the villains hold their heads
straight, but it was not long before he had a potato upon each head.
.
"Too bad I haven't got a crossbow, Hawkins,"
the young deadshot said, smilingly, as he stepped
back about twenty feet from them. "But I reckon
a gun will do."
"Hold on!" cried the fellow called Wince. "Don't
shoot with that gun. Take a rifle. We'll stand a
better show."
"That's all right, my friend. Now you just keep
cool. Hello I There goes the potato from your
head. Please pick it up and put it back, and"see
to it that you stand perfectly straight. I may
take a notion to make you number one in this
little shooting match. With trembling hands
Wince picked up the potato. He managed to place
it on his head. The rest were so frightened now
that some of them were trembling. Wild had a
revolver at each hip. He now drew them both.
"Steady now, you sneaking coyotes!" he called
out sternly. Wince happened to be the man in the
middle of the line. Wild chose him first. Crackl
The potato flew from his head. Crack, crack,
crack, crack, crack, crack ! Six more shots followed in quick succession, and at each report a
potato was split to pieces. Dave Green stood there
in mute amazement.
"Say!" he exclaimed, as the young deadshot
emptied the shells from one of the revolvers. "l
never seen anything like that afore myself, so
it's a dead sure thing that they didn't. ls that
all you're goin' to do to 'em, Wild?"
"I reckon that will be about enough," was the
cool and easy reply.
"That's enough out of you, Dave Green!" Bud
Hawkins called out. "We sartinly ain't goin' to
try to git square with Young Wild West or any
of his friends what's here. You're the one I'll
be after, though, so look out for yourself."
"Wan't to have it out right now, Bud?" Green
asked, as he stepped forward, revolver in hand.
"No, I don't. What chance would I have with a
boy as kin shoot like Young Wild West? He sartinly wouldn't let me git the best of you."
"See here, Bud," the young deadshot said, raising his finger warningly. "I'm sorry you have got
such an opinion about me. If you two men want
to fight it out, I'll guarantee you that there will
be no interference from any one, no matter who
gets the best of it."
"I ain't sayin' that I want to shoot Green. I
kin git squa re with him without <loin' that.
There's other things what kin be done, you know."
"Very well. I'll take you at your wor d. Now
then, you ca n go." Then they a ll turned about
and walked slowly away -until they wer e about
half-way to the shanty saloon. Then they broke
into a run and Dave Green la ughed ht:artily as
he saw them rush around to the front of Jerry
Devlin's place, for e knew they wanted to get
a drink as quickly a possible to help steady their
nerves. The one-eyed miner was so delighted over
it all that he lingered at the camp and talked
about it for nearly an hour. Then when Wild
offered to assist him in putting his camp into
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shape he accepted the offer, and the two set out,
Charlie and Hop following them. When they
reached the hollow that was nearly in the center
of the claim Green had staked out, Wild began
looking about upon the ground.
·
"Where is the place you were talking about,
Dave?" he asked.
"It runs right down from that little bank," wa,,
the reply, as he pointed to the left. "You kin see
that there's been a water-course there once."
"Yes, I believe I can see something that looks
like that."
"W~ll, jest come here, an' I'll show you that
_there's gold .dust here." The miner seized a pick
and stepping over to the little slope, he began
digging lightly into the ground.
. "There!" he exclaimed, as he grabbed up a
handful of dirt. "What does that look like?"
. "It's all right, Dave. There's half an ounce of
gold right before my eyes now. See, there's more
of it that you have dug up."
"I knowed it was there. There's been lots of
men right over this spot hundreds of times, but
no one ever thought enough about it to loosen
:t}ie dirt. Jest 'cause gold was struck along the
si4e of the hill at the other side of the creek,
made 'em think that there was the place to stake
out their claims."
. "Well, yours will be the only one on this side
of the creek, it seems. Wish you luck, Dave."
"Thank you. I'm goin' right ahead." They
helpea him rig up a sort of sleeping place among
the rocks, and then Hop took his horse up the
slope and tied it with a lariat so it might find
plenty to 'eat in the way of grass and the green
shrubbery that was scattered about. There was
nothing much to keep our friend!! at the mining
camp, but Wild had decided that they would remain there until the following morning, so they
simply hung around, as the saying goes, and took
things easy. There was no chance to do any hunting anywhere close by, or they might have gone
out to look for some game. A short time before
noon Jerry Devlin the proprietor of the saloon,
walked over and after bowing politely to all
hands, he said:
"I heard about what happened here somewhat
early this mornin', an' I thought I'd come over
an' git the full particulars. Heard the shootin'
as I was layin' in bed, but since I'd been up all
night, I jest turned over an' went to s'leep ag'in.
Sorter seems as if Bud Hawkins has changed
his mind about chasin' you away from Red
Creek."
"Did he say anything like that?" Wild asked,
smilingly.
"Yes, he give it out straight to my bartender,
an' a little while ago he told me the same thing.
But I don't mind telling you that he's got it in
for Dave Green. He says he's goin' to git square
on him afore tomorrow mornin', but wants it
understood that he ain't goin' to shoot him or try
to kill him in any way. He's got another way of
doin' it, he says, an' he's askin' everybody he sees
if they don't think he's got a right to git square,
so long as he don't take Dave's life. When he put
it to me, I didn't know what to say, 'cause I
couldn't think of any way he could git square
unless it was to shoot him or somethin' like that.
What do you think about it, Youn~ Wild West?"
"I don't think very much about 1t, Mr. Devin,"
the boy answered, with a shake of the head. "I

don't know just what he could do to get square
with the man he has taken such a dislike to, unless it might be to rob him."
"That's so too. But Dave ain't got much to be
robbed of, has he? He's staked out a new claim
but wh t will that amount to? He might find a~
ounce or two of the yaller stuff down there, but
that will be about all."
. "I'm sure I don't ~ow what to tell you about
1t. I suppose Green 1s able to take care of himself, provided Bud Hawkins goes after him unassisted."
"Yes, I sorter think that way myself."
"All right, we'll let it go at that, then, as far
as I'm concerned."
"Good! I'm glad to hear your opinion." Then
th_e sal?on-keepe r turned to Hop and ,began joking
with him.
"Say, he~then," he sai~, grinningly, "I ain't
seen anything of you this mornin'. Ain't been
over to git a drink."
"Me havee plenty dlinkee last nightee so be "
Hop answered. "But me go over now, s~ be." '
. "Better stay right here, Hop," Cheyenne Charhe spoke up, unable to keep from saying it since
he was always trying to put a setback t~ anything Hop wanted to do.
''.Lat allee light, Misler Charlie. Me mindee
my own business; you mindee you business too
so be." The scout looked at Wild and found h~
laughing, so he said no more. Then the clever
Chinee walked away with the saloon-keeper after
the latter had politely bidden those at the' camp
good-morning .

CHAPTER IX.-Bud Hawkin's Revenge.
Though very ignorant, there was still much ingenuity in the make-up of Bud Hawkins. He
really had decided to let Young Wild West and his
friends alone in the future, even though he knew
he would lose prestige in the mining camp by
doing so. His hatred was now centered upon Dave
Gree:°, becaus~ ~here always had been a feeling
of rivalry ex1stmg between the two men since
they had known each other. But it was now
more so than ever, on account of the hilarity
shown by Green when the bad gang was subjected
to so much humiliation at the hands of Young
Wild West. After hanging around the saloon
a while Bud took a stroll about the mining camp
He was not in the humor to go to work that morn:
ing, for he made up his mind that he would not
work again until he had squared accounts with
Green. In the company of Bill and Grudger he
went over to the creek about half a mile above' the
camp of our friends. The three crossed up there
and came down on the other side, and it was not
long before they came in sight of Green working
away at his placer. They could see him filling
a pan of dirt and using a seive. After sifting
it out well and picking out what he wanted from
the sieve, the dirt was placed in a pile, no doubt
to be washed later on, since the one-eyed miner
had no running stream there for the purpose.
"What_do you think of 1!hat, pards?" Bud asked,
as he squatted on a rock and surveyed what was
going on in the hollow below.
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"Sold out a good claim an' come here to hunt
for a little dust that might be found on the top
of the grounp," Bill answered, with a shrug of
the shoulders. "He's a fool, anyhow, Bud."
"A natural-born fool, Bill."
"Jest what I was goin' to say," Grudger spoke
up, making a grimace as if it pained him toiutter
the words.
"Let's git a little closer. ,ve'll move up toward
the creek. Young Wild West an' them what's at
his camp can't see us on account of the ridge of
rocks," the leader suggested, after waiting a few
minutes. They followed him along until they
reached a position that was not more than a couple of hundred yards distant from the miner who
was at work below. Bud looked around, and
then suddenly a happy smile broke over his countenance.
"Say, pards!" he exclaimed, excitedly, "I know
how to git square with Dave Green."
"H.i.>w?" came the querry fro}'Il the pair of them.
"Well, if that claim he's staked out there is
worth anything at all, I reckon we kin sorter
spoil it."
"How?" again came from the two.
"Why, it will be the easiest thing in the world
to flood it. Jest look over toward the creek.
There's a putty good drop from the bank right
on down. Three or four dynamite sticks se_t off
all at once will split the ground wide open and
then the course of the creek would change in a
jiffy. The water would run down an' flood out
Dave Green, afore he knowed what was happenm', almost."
"Easy enough to git the dynamite," Grudger
growled, as if he did not think it was much of a
suggestion.
"Of course it's easy enough," the leader answered, sharply. "Moore has got it for sale. He
keeps it in a little shanty away back of his house."
"But the shanty is locked," Bill remarked, shaking his head.
"That's all right.
don't mean that we would
have to steal it. I reckon we kin buy what dynamite we want. But the first thing to find out is
if Green has struck anything down there. If he
ain't done that there won't. be much satisfaction
in floodin' his claim." ·
"We'll find out by night, most likely," said Bill.
"If he strikes anything there he ain't the one as
kin keep it to himself. He'll be tellin' all about
it an' sayin' how glad he is he sold out his other
claim." Bud thought this way, too, so after making a few marks on the ground wit4 the heel of
his boot, he turned and walked away from the
spot, taking care not to let either Green or those
at the camp of Young Wild West see him. They
went on back to the saloon, and a little later Bud
gave it out that he was going to get square with
Dave Green, just as Jerry Devlin had told Wild.
Noon came and many of the miners headed for
the saloon to get a drink before they ate their
noonday meal. Hawkins was quite t ame, and so
were the men belonging to his gang. They had to
take considerable jeering, but all declared they
were through trying to do anything to Young
Wild West. Grudger remarking that he did not
care if the young deadshot stayed there a hundred
years and shot up the town every day. After a
while Dave· Green came in, his face wreathed in
amiles. He was not one bit afraid of the boss bad
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man, for he greeted him in a taunting way the
moment he entered.
"That's all right, Dave," Bud answered, frowning. "Me an' you ain't done yet. I've give it out
to almost everybody that I'm goin' to git square
with you, an' it ain't goin' to be by shootin' you
either. There's other ways to git square, I reckon."
"All right. When you git ready jest start in.
But don't let me ketch you tryin' to rob me. If
you do there will be a dead bad man right here
in camp, an' he'll be planted with his boots on,
too."
"Didn't I jest say that there wasn't goin' to be
no shootin' done?"
"By you, you said. I'm tellin' you what I'm
likely to do."
"You ain't goin' to allow that I'm a thief, then,
are you?"
"Never mind about that. There's only about
two ways that you could git square on me, as L .
know of. One is to shoot me in the back, an' theother is to steal somethin' from me, my horse or
my gold dust. Say, Bud, I don't mind tellin' you
that I've struck it rich down in that holler. I kin ,
prove what I say, too. Jest look here."
Out came two bags that were heavy with the
gold dust they contained. This caused the miners
to group themselves about the one-eyed man instantly. Green was somewhat on the brag, and
when he showed the gold dust he certainly
stretched it a whole lot when he said there was
easily a hundred thousand dollars' worth to be
taken from the hollow.
"I'll show you fellers somethin' afore I'm done
with this new claim of mine," he declared. "You
all thought I was a fool for sellin' out so cheap,
but inside of a month from now I'll be rollin' in '
wealth, an' I'll shake the dust of Red Creek Camp
from my feet forever, an' live a life of luxury,
smokin' black cigars straight from Cuba, and
drin~n• wine till I can't stand up. Maybe I'll git
married, too, an' if I do I'll buy my wife a gold"
piano an' enjoy myself ridin' around in a balloon.
That's the sort of feller I am. I'll show you that
my judgment is worth more than the whole lot of
you put together." As he was constantly laughing
wh~n he was rattling it off, no one really took him
seriously. However, they were convinced that he
must have struck it pretty rich, for the majority
of them knew that he did not have the gold dust
the night before. Hawkins was impressed a lot,
and he proceeded at once to get his friends together.
"Boys," he said, a few minutes later, "I reckon
there couldn't be no better time than right now
for, us to flood the claim that Dave Green has
staked out in the holler below here. Come on.
We'll go an' git the dynamite right away. This
here thing ain't got nothin' to do with Young Wild
West or nobody else. It's Dave Greyn we're after.
It will sorter make him sick when he sees what
we've done. Then I'll up an' tell him that I'm
satisfied, an' if he tries to do anything, I want
you fellers to help me out. Don't stand around
an' see me git shot down. Of course I ain't much
afraid of Dave doin' it, but jest see to it that he
don't git the drop on ine." They all promised this
much, showing that they were well satisfied that
it was not anything worse that their leader intended to do. Bud selected Wince to go with hin!
and get the dynamite. They found the stor~
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keeper not very busy, so in a very few minutes
they purchased half a dozen sticks of the powerful
explosive. Then they slipped away, and while
the claims were entirely deserted they hurried
around so they might not bf! seen by any one at
Young Wild West's camp, and came to •the spot
where they intended to operate. Certainly Hawkins had agured it out nicely. It would require
but very little in the way · of an excavation to turn
the water from the creek down into the hollow.
The rock was anything but solid there, and where
it was broken it was filled in with a clayey soil.
This meant that a severe shock would rend it
apart somewhere, anyhow, and it was more than
likely that it would do just what the villain intended it snould. Sticks of dynamite were planted, and then with the aid of some fuse they had
the villains prepared to explode it. Training the
fuse for a hundred feet they paused in their operations and then made sure that no one was
watching them.
· "Now then, boys," Bu<l said, as he looked at
his w-atch, "it will be full ten minutes afore any
of the men comes along this way, unless somethin' happens. Somethin' is goin' to happen, so
that means that they'll come quicker than they
expected to. Jest wait till they hear the big explosion. But by tlie time they git here we'll be
out of sight, an' then we kin run around an' follow the last of 'em what's runnin' this way. It
wilJ be jest as well if nobody finds out right away
who done it. Here she goes, boys." He struck a
match and lighted the fuse, while his companions
began backing away. Seeing that it was sure to
buI'n, Bud followed them, and then they crept
along among tite rocks until they felt that they
were safe, after which they arose ,to their feet
and waited. It was riot very long that they had
to wait, for the fuse was one of the quiek-burning
sort. Suddenly the air was rent by a terrific explosion, and smoke, _d ust. dirt, and pieces of rock
arose in the form of a miniature volcanic eruption. Almost instantly there came a rushing, roaring sound. The space betweeti the bank of the
creek and the slope had been broken, and the water in the creek wa.;; running through it. Bud
Hawkins was so elated that he took off his hat
and waved it wildly over his head. Then he ran a
little closer to the flood, and when he saw a torrent of water rushing straight down to the claim
in the hollow his joy knew no bounds.
"Hooray, hooray!" he cried. "Here's what you
kin call revenge, boys. Now then, let's git away
from here an' join in with the crowd." Before
they got very far they could hear the shouts of
the excited miners who were hastening to the spot,
no doubt wondering what it all meant. They managed to get around and soon they were running
along with the last of the miners, making out that
they were just as much excited as any one else,
·none of them offering to make the least explanation. When they reached the scene of the explosion Bud and his friend& had .::ause for delight.
Much havoc had been wrought by the dynamite,
and a rift had been broken open much lower than
the bed of the creek. The water was pouring
through in a torrent, and already there was a
depth of two feet upon Green's claim. Green himself sto.o d looking on, the pictw:e of amazement.
But it was not lo~g before Young Wild West and ·
his partners ran up to him, followed by the girls
and Hop Wah.
·

"What have you been trying to do, Dave?" the
young deadshot asked, for naturally he thought
the miner had taken the notion to make a blast
for the purpose of finding a rich vein.
"Me!" the dazed man answered, shaking .his
head. "I ain't been tryin' to do nothin'. I was over
havin' some drinks in Devlin's whiskey joint when
the blamedest noise I ev-er heard sounded, an' I
come out with the rest to find out what it was.
Looks as if my claim has been turned into a lake,
ot· a little oeean."
At first the young deadshot was puzzled somewhat. But it quickly flashed upon him that the
boss bad man was responsible for what had happened.
"Boys," he said turning to Charlie and Jim, "I
reckon Bud Hawkins has got his revenge. He has
flooded Dave Green's claim."·
"Do you think he done it, Wild?" the scout
asked, somewhat surprised.
"Take a look at him, and then tell me what you
think about it."
"The measly coyote is sartinly grinning like a
fool. But that could be 'cause he's down on the
one-eyed miner."
"Yes, I know. But don't you think that he
may have exploded the dynamite here just for the
purpose of turning the water from the creek down
the hill?"
"He sartinly could have done it if he wanted to,
Wild. Blamed if I don't think he did do it."
"There is no question in my mind but that he
did," Jim Dart remarked. with a shrug of the
shoulders. "There! he is actually laughing, and so
are some of his gang. What are you going to do
about it, Wild?"
"Nothing just now, Jim," was the cool and
easy retort. Jerry Devlin had come to the scene
along with the rest.
"Say, Dave," he said, walking up to him, "I
reckon this is the revenge Hawkins was goin' to
git. Don't you think he set off the dynamite an'
opened up the new -course for the water?"
"Do you think he done it, Jerry?" the miner
asked.
"Sorter looks that way. Look at the threats he's
been makin'. Must have knowed what he intended to do, a·s he said he wa·sn't goin' to shoot you
or anything like taat: So1·ter made a pond out
of your new claim. But that won't hurt much,
Dave. You kin mighty easy git the water to run
out of it. Anyhow, it won't be long afore it dries
up of its own accord. This here place kin be filled
in, too, in a day or two, so the water will keep
on goin' the way it was."
.
"If I thought Bud Hawkins done it, blamed if
I wouldn't fill him full of holes!" cried Green, his
eyes flashing. At that moment Hawkins turned
and walked away from the spot, acting as if he
did not think it worth while to remain there any
longer. Our friends .;aw him going, too, bµt they
did not think anything strange of it, any more
than that the rascal was afraid he might be handled roughly. Presently the store-keeper showed
up. He quickly found Dave Green, and laying a
hand on his arm. said:
"Well, I reckon he fixed you, didn't he?"
"Who fixed. me?" the miner demanded, his one
eye opening wide.
"Why, ilud Hawkins. He got the dynamite at
my store a little while ago. Told as how he was
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goin' to git square with you by usin' it. Busted ove-rlooked the \113.ter. At that moment he saw a
the ground and rock ~o th~ the_ creek changed girl crossing upon the stones a few yards below.
its course somewhat, didn't it? Mighty smart ga- Tearing the Chinaman's grasp from his shirt, he
loot, Bud is, I must say. But say, Dave, do you swung him forward, and then let him go. Splash!
s'pose it's goin' to do much damage to you? ls .Wing landed full upon his back and disappeared
there a regular mint of gold down there, after instantly below the surface. The villain had just
succeeded in throwing the Chinaman into the
all?"
"There's enough down there for me, anyhow. I water when Arietta reached the scene. Wild and
reckon I'll go an' look for Bud. Me an' him has his partners were right after her. The young
got to settle this here business. There's either deadshot grabbed the man in a twinkling.
goin' to be no boss bad man around here, or I'll
"You sneaking coyote!" he exclaimed, his eyes
be buried with my boots on, that's all."
flashing. "You said you were not going to inter"Easy Dave," advised Young Wild West, in his fere with us again. This is the way you keep your
cool and' easy way. "Just wait a while. There is word, eh? All right. Here you go, Bud Hawkins."
no need in running the chance of being shot down, The right fist of the boy shot out with terrific
for certainly Hawkins will be on the watch_ for force, and catching the villain squarely between
you." Before anything further could be ~aid a the eyes, sent him staggering. Before he had time
shrill cry for help sounded above the roarmg of to recover himself, Wild fell upon him, and with
the rushing water . . Wild looked around, and find- a quick movement upset him and caused him to
ing Hop and the girls there, he knew it must be turn a back somersault. Splash! The boss bad
Wh1.g.
.
man landed head-first into the creek, narrowly
"Hip hi!" came the cry. "Helpee, helpee ! Mis- missing Wing, who was at that moment wading,
ler Wild, Misler Wild!" Arietta was the first to for the shore, the water up to his arm-pits.
start on a run in the direction of the camp. The
"Hip hi I" came from the Chinaman, who scarcerest followed her as a matter of course, for they ly knew who it was or what had happened.
were all anxious to lend aid to the Chinese cook,
"That's all right, you heathen fool!" Cheyenne
though they did not know what had caused him Charlie
called out, as he knelt upon the bank and
to shout for help.
looked over. "Move up a little to the left, an' you
kin git out all right. I s'pose you was asleep
ag'in, an' let that measly coyote pick you up . an'
chuck you in the creek." Wing gave vent to a cry
CHAPTER X.-Wild Finds a Fortune.
of joy, and then he was not long in scrambling out
the high ground above. But Bud did not offer
When he left the crowd at the scene of the ex- to
to leave the creek.
plosion Hawkins intended to go straight for the
"Come on out, Hawkins," tl\e young deadshot
saloon. But it happened that he came very close called
out, laughingly. "This is the second time
to the camp of"Young Wild West, and s~eing a I've made
you take a bath. What you will be up
lone Chinaman sitting under a tree dozmg, he to next I don't
know. But you certainly got your
stopped still in his tracks and was struck with an revenge upon Dave
Green, didn't you?"
idea almost instantly.
"I didn't mean nothin' by chuckin' the Chinee
"By thunder!" he exclaimed. "Here's the chance
to git a little square on Young Wild West, too. in the water," came the reply,., "I only done it for
I ain't goin' to do nothin' to him or his pards, fun, anyhow. I seen him asleep, an' I jest couldn't
but they're all down there now talkin' about the help it. But, honest, I never meant to do nothin'
wonderful thing what jest happened. I'll jest to you or any of your people ag'in. I'm mighty
take the heathen an' chuck him into the creek in sorry, Young Wild West. Let me go, won't you?"
"Come on out here, Bud." The villain hesitated,
the same place we was chucked in last nigM.
Here she goes." The water had fallen considera- and then clambered out exactly as Wing had done
bly in the creek, so it W?-S easy for him to find a a minute or two before. It was at that moment
place to cross on the stones. Once at the other that Anna and Eloise arrived, followed by several
side the villain stepped up cautiously, and before of the miners. Devlin and the store-keeper came
the dozing heathen knew of his presence, he had. along, too, and once they got across the creek
the former rushed straight to the young deadpounced upon him and seized him by the colla1·.
"Here, you almond-eyed galoot!" he exciaimed, shot and asked what it was all about.
"Oh, nothing much," was the reply. "Hawkins
pointing a revolver at him . . "Jes.t you keep dead
still, or I'll blow the top of your head off. I ain't came over here and found our cook asleep, i:,o he
goin' to hurt you none, .unless you start to yellin'. couldn't resist the temptation to throw him in the
creek. That's about all. I came along a little too
Come with me now."
"Stoppee lat," cried Wing, now thoroughly late, but I knocked him in, too. This is the second
awake. Then he struggled desperately, and Bud bath I have made him take since we arrived at
found he had all he could do to keep a hold on him. Red Creek."
He slipped his gun back into the holster, and used
"Bud," the store-keepel- said, angrily, as he
both hands, and then he gradually pulled the stepped up to the frightened villain, "you're about
Chinaman toward the edge of the bank. Wing of the meanest sort of a fel!er I ever set eyes on.
course divined his intention, and finding that he First you go an' git dynamite from the store, an'
was gradually losing ground, he let out a yell for make a big blow-up so it floods Dave Green's new
help. Bud knew that the yells of the Chinaman claim; then you sneak away, laughin' like anymust have been heard, and he figured it that he thing, an' chuck an innocent heathen into the
ust hurry up or his fun would be spoiled. With creek. I reckon you have done jest about enough
desperate effort he dropped the struggling Chi- to git a rope around your neck. A joke is a joke,
man so he fell to the ground. Then he picked but this here ain't no joke."
·m up bodily and rushed toward the bank that
"Mercy, mercy!" cried the now thorou1ZhlY
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frightened man, and he turned appealingly to
Wild.
"Mercy, eh?" the young deadshot sneered.
"Well, you're a fine specimen of a man to ask for
mercy. But say, you are not even fit to hang or
shoot. I am going to take it upon myself to give
you ari order, and if you don't obey it I will let
them hang you. Now then, Bud Hawkins, you
have just got twenty minutes to get out of Red
Creek Camp. I reckon that will be about all."
So saying, Wild turned him around quickly and
then administered a hard kick, which almost
raised him from the ground. Hawkins let out a
cry and then bounded away like a shot. The saloon-keeper and some of the miners were about to
start after him when Wild halted them.
"Let him go, gentleman," he said. "I reckon
if I am satisfied you ought to be. I am sure Dave
Green won't care an awful lot for what's happened. Let's go back there and see if we _can't
figure out some way of checking the flood. We'll
attend to Hawkins' gang later.~ Just as if nothing had happened out of the ordinary, the young
deadshot turned and ran lightly across the creek
upon the stones. Straight to' the scene of the explosion he hurried. There was no one the;re now,
since the crowd had followed Green down to the
edge of the flooded claim. As Wild dropped upon
his hands and knees and looked into the wide
fissure that had been wrought by the exploding
dynamite, he _gave a violent start. Running along
at the side opposite to him was a vein of what he
knew to be .virgin gold._ He looked over his shoulder and saw the scout coming a few -yards away.
"Hurry up," he cried, showing -more excitement
than he was in tne habit of doing.
"What is it, Wild?'; Charlie asked, in surprise.
"What is it? Why, I reckon I have found a fortune. Just look here."
Down upon his kn~s
Cheyenne Charlie dropped, and the moment his
eyes fell upon the streak of gold he threw up both
hands and yelled:
"Whoopee, whoopee! Wow, wow wow! Yip,
yip, yip! Hooray for Young Wild West! He sartinly found a fortune." The shouts brought Jim
and the girls as well as the men who had hastened
across the creek to the spot. For the next ten
minutes the greatest of excitement prevailed. Just
how deep the vein ran in no one knew, but they
could see enough of it to make them understand
that it was the biggest strike ever made in that
part of Colorado .
. • "The best part of it is that i~ ain'~ on nob<?dY'.S
claim, Wild," Cheyenne Charhe said. "This 1s
government land. Now then, I reckon we had
better git a move on us an' stake out this place,
'cause if we don't somebody will be comin' to take
it away from us." There was hardly a man there
who envied the young dea dshot, for the fact that
such a r ich strike ha d been found made them all
feel that there n;mst be more veins hidden about
under the ground, and' also that it would not be
a g reat while before the site upon which the camp
now stood would some day be a hustling town
with all the conveniences of the times. There was
too much water rushing through the fissure to get
down to the streak of gold, so Wild set about to
stake out the claim at once. Dave Green was sent
for and a tape measure was borrowed frqm him.
When he learned of the discovery of the young
deadshot he was first amazed.
"Dave," Wild said, smilingly, "I reckin the dust

'

you .discovered in the hollo:w was washed from the
mother lode, which is right here. You never
thought of staking out a claim here, did you?"
"No, I never did, nor I don't think any one else
did, either," was the reply.
"No, of course not. Well, I am going to see to
it that the water is taken from your claim, and
whatever the expense is I will pay for, for the
explodinJ?: of the dynamite certainly caused me to
find a fortune." Wild looked over the ground carefully, and came to the conclusion that about the
best way to stop the water from rushing out of
the creek would be to fill in the gap close to the
starting point. Boulders and pieces of rock were
strewn about all along the bank, and when he
made the __suggestion to follow them over into the
gap, the miners made a rush and started in to
do it. With so many to help, it did not take more
than half an hQ.Ur to fill it up to the top, though
the water still went through . the crevice.
But shovels and picks were t_hen brough't into
play, .and when the ea-rth got back down between
the rocks, the flood almost ceased entirely. It
seemed that everybody, even the pards of Bud
Hawkins, were willing to lend their assistance,
and by nightfall a trench had been dug sufficiently
deep enough to drain the water from the claim.
When it was dry the next day, Green found the
gold dust scattered about plentifully. It is hardly
necessary to dwell any further upon this particular adventure of Young Wild West's. Suffice
it to say that a week later he found a customer
for the claim, and he received a trifle over a hundred thousand dollars for it. Green was bound
to be a rich man, too, if he saved his money and
invested it wisely. As far as B\ld Hawkins was
concerned, no one ever heard of him after he
started on a run from Young Wild West's camp,
after being told that he had twenty minutes to
get out of Red Creek Creek. The miners let up
on the six who had been his chums, and it is to
be hoped that they became better men. All in all.
as Cheyenne Charlie afterward remarked, "it was
somethin' of a lively time that led to the findin'
of a fortune by Young Wild West."
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
WEST AND THE MEXICAN RAIDERS; OR,
EXPOSING A CATTLE KING."

WANTS 19

CHURCHES CARRIED OVERSEAS
Missionaries hitherto have carried the Church's
tenets overseas, but it has remained for Page Gaston, an American resident of London, to get the
inspiration to transplant the church buildings as
well.
The Bishop of London recently proposed to tear
down nineteen London churches with small congregations and occupying ground valuable aa
building sites for commercial purposes.
In view of the uproar of objection in church
quar ters, Mr. Gaston's idea is that the cJ:\urchea
be dismantled, every stone being marked, and presented to the British colonies and America for reerection there. Many of the churches are supem
examples of Christopher Wren's architecture.
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THE ROBBER KING
Jim Baron. bank breaker and hold-up
man, is pursuer through a mass of criminal
deecls that astound and h<1ld the reader
spellbound. 168 pages. Price 35c Postpaid.
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INTERESTIN G ITEMS
OWNER DEAD, DOG SUICIDE BY REFUSING ALL FOOD
"Teddy," a tan and white collie, is dead after
having refused to eat since the death of his mistress, Mrs. Emma Bert, fifty-eight, of No. 411
Lewis street, Union City. The dog was found
dead in the yard of the Bert home. Neighbors
declared that the animal refused even choice morsels of meat.
.
HANDY FLASHLIGHT
Carrying a flashlight in the right or left hand, .
nt still leaving both hands free for working on
the motor of the automobile, is now made pos-
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at the same time to ·shoot its beam directly on
whatever -part of the motor the hand is touching. ·
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"OLD MONEY BAGS' " BOY
-ORA Puzzle for Wall Street

•

CHAPTER XIX.
Young Waddell's Tormentors.

On reaching Old Money Bags' office at his usual
hour the next morning, Tommie found several repor~ers th1;re waiting for him, and they at on~e
By DICK ELLISON.
besieged him for a more extended report of his
speculations in Wall Street.
I
Said he:
CffAPTER XVIII.-(Continued)
"There's not a word to be added to what has
Hare sprang at him, but two other brokers in- already been published. The afternoon papers
terfered to stop him before he could reach Wad- had> it down about right; so I don't know that
there's more than I can say. I did intend, though,
dell.
•
"Oh, let him get at me," said Tommie, "and I'll to keep the whole thing a· secret until I was
twenty-one years old, but the treatment I reuse him worse than I did in the deal."
Broker King laid his hand on his shoulder and ceived at the hands of Broker Hare, and the way
I got even with him, couldn't be kept a secret any
said:
longer. Hang him, I'm even with him now. It
"See here, my boy, this is no tiine or place to wasn't
the first time that he kicked me, and he
fight; so do me the favor to leave my office."
have done it had I been a man of his
"All right, sir. I don't wish to disturb your wouldn't
The first time I got even with him by butbusiness, but as for Mr. Hare, I want him to size.
ting him headlong down the stairs, and this is
understand the kick he gave me cost him every the very
where it happened.
This time,
dollar he had in the world, and I intended that though, I site
him through his pocketbook, and I
it should when I ordered the unloading of B. & O. guess it'll hit
take him a mighty long time to get
shares."
over it."
Tommie passed out of the office, and an elderly
But such a sensation
Wall Street could not
broker followed him and went straight to Old be passed over by a fewfor
brief statements.
Money Bags' office, where he told what had hapReporters wanted to hear him talk about it,
J>ened over in King's rooms.
and they tried to cause as much sensation as pos"Well, as }he boy has given it away himself," sible.
said Bedloe, "I confirm it. He has been speculatThey asked him all sorts of questions.
ing on margins, and his success beats anything I
He most emphatically denied that Mr. Bedloe
ever witnessed in Wall Street. I'm sorry for or any other broker had backed him up.
those t'hat have been hurt. He told me of Hare's
He explained how he got his first investment of
vicious assault on him, but I didn't know he was $175, and said that he had been lucky in every
going to -take revenge in the shape that he did deal he made.
do. I had nothing whatever to do with it. I didn't
"Why, it's as easy as falling off a log," he said,
know how many shares of B. & 0. he had, but he "and I wonder that all the other brokers don't do
told me he was involved in the deal."
as I do. If I had ten million dollars I'd never
The broker, who was an intimate friend of Old buy stock to hold. I wait until I see stock rising,
Money Bags, returned to King's office and con- and then I buy quickly and se!l quickly."
"What are you going to do with your money,
firmed the story Tommie had told in there.
1
Broker Hare was the worst whipped man ever Waddell?" one of the brokers asked.
"Oh, after a while I'll buy real estate!'
seen in Wall Street, and he said -that he had given
When Old Money Bags came down to the office
the boy a shove and afterward a slight kick for
that morning he, too, was besieged by both
his impudence.
brokers and reporters.
"Well, it cost you dearly, Hare," said King.
one would believe that he had not backed
"Oh I don't believe his story. Bedloe ad- hisNo
office boy.
vanced the money and speculated in the boy's
He denied it most emphatically, insisting that
name."
he knew nothing of it until the general public
"Time will tell," remarked another broker.
had heard it.
Late that afternoon the revelations made in
Just as the old man had warned him, all sorts
one of the afternoon papers created a sensation of brokers came to him with plans and schemes,
E,Uch as Wall Street had not felt in ten years.
everyone having, of course, Tommie's interest at
It came out some two hours after Tommie had heart.
left to return home.
But he wouldn't even listen to any of them. He
Brokers and reporters were searching for him said that he was still a messenger boy, in the emeverywhere, but his change of residence had_ not ploy of Mr. Bedloe, and that he never bought any
been made in the city directory. So they didn't stock, but simply speculated when he saw a
reach him that evening.
, chance.
Several of them suggested that he 1·ent an office
The next morning, though, when he entered a
street car he heard passengers talking about the and set up in business for himself.
To one of them he said:
marvelou; success of Old Money Bags' boy.
"Thank you. If I should set up an office I'd lose
Nearly all of them were skeptical. They believed thB.t it was a trick of the old broker, who every dollar I have within a month. I'm not gowas shelterint himself behind his office boy in ing to do anything of the kind."
It was a great disappointment to a. number of
order to avoid being accused of slaughtering old
schemers, for they were ashamed to go into the
mends in the deal.
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"I know how it is, my boy. You'll have to.
stand that for a week or two longer, but by and
by they'll find out that you are not such an easy
thing as they think."
"Well, I wish they would find it out soon, for
they bother me quite a . little. They lay for me
at the foot of the stairs to see me after business
hours, and watch for me when I come down of
mornings."
"Well; you enjoy it, don't you?"
"I can't say that I do, sir. I've never seen one
of them yet who succeeded in allaying my suspicions as to his motive."
dollars.
"Well, you don't want to get rid of your sus"Well" said she, "I don't know how much he picions, Tommie. It is well enough to be suspihas made. If he has made a million I'm glad of cious of every man who comes to you with a
ll He has been a good son to me, has given me · scheme."
everyth.ing I want, and has settled a large sum
"Yes, sir; I know that. They can't fool me.
CJf money on me; so if he should die or fail I'd be The other day a certain broker in this ·building
all right myself."
wanted to borrow $50,000 on a lot of collateral
That evening two of the ladies in the building that he didn't think I was posted on. The .-:olwere in when he returned home.
lateral was worth about $25,000, the par value
One of them had a pretty daughter with her being about $100,000."
about his age.
"Tommie, don't,_you lend any money at all, for
He was now eighteen.
you would make yourself liable for doing busiAn hour later another lady dropped in, accom- ness without a license."
-,anied by her daughter, and she was very pleas"Yes, sir; I know that."
ant to all of them.
"Well, let me tell you that if anybody with
The families in the building were all pretty good security wants to borrow money, just refer
well-to-do, but, of course, were not rich people.
him to your banker, who will pass upon the value
The next mornin11: when.he started downtown he of the security. The bank pays the license and
found a well-known broker waiting for him on the lends your money."
eomer, and they both boarded the street car to"That's just wh'at I'll do, sir, and I'll thus be
able to get rid of some of them."
aether.
The broker, in conversation with him, before
"Indeed, you will not," chuckled the old man.
they reached Wall Street, had developed a mar- "Just as long as it is known that a youth of your
\felous plan for making money in a certain line of age has a million dollars in cash, he'll have people after him day and night. They'll call on you
atock.
He was a splendid talker.
at your home, and there unfold all sorts of
Tommie listened to his plan, and when he had schemes to you."
lnished it, he remarked:
"By George, if they do, I'll hire some big jani"I wouldn't risk a penny in it, sir."
tor to fire them out!"
"Why Waddell, there's a fortune in it."
"No; you can't treat people that way, my boy.
"Maybe so, but I can't see it. I never intend to You'll have to see them, or else you will make
make an investment for the purpose of pushing it enemies."
ap. It is better to let somebody else do tha~.
"Then I'll have to move," he remarked, "for
Booming stock is an extremely dangerous busi- won't have my home invaded by strangers withI
ness. I made the money which I have by buying whom I have no business."
when somebody else was pushing it up. Boomers
"The better plan would be to notify each one
lave to buy while the prices are rising, foi: wh1;n as he comes that you will not talk of business out-they stop buying the stock stops advancmg m side of business hours."
price. I've seen it tried a number of times, and
Finally, at the old man's suggestion, Tommi~
19ery time somebody gets hurt."
wrote a notice and stuck it up on the floor, that,
"Well how is it that you didn't get hurt?"
being in another's employ, he couldn't waste time
"Beca'use I always made it a rule to get out talking business with other peeple.
fJom under it before it fell down on me. Once
Several brokers noticed it, but it did little good.
I had a margin of only two minutes to save myOne man came in and insisted on occupying an
alf from losing every penny I had."
hour of his time.
'
"Do you always buy on a margin?"
The old m an saw his position and tapped th e
"Well I'm not saying anything about my busi- bell on his desk , summoning him to run on an
MSS. 1/11 say this, though, that it was th~ way I
errand.
..
got my start. A fellow with only a littlt'money
Without a word of apology, Tommie spra ng
can't trade any other way."
to his f eet, went inside the office and r eceived a
.
They annoyed him so much in O]d Money Bags' note to be delivered down in Broad Street.
·
dice that for a while he thought of giving up his
The man quietly followed him out. But when
:,lace there. Even when Old Money Bags sent Tommie r eached the street he took to his heels,
lum on errands, people would catch him by the saying tha t _he was in a hurry.
um and stop him to talk business. He would
"Then I'll wait for you," said the mall, n11d
lave to explain to them that he was on an errand when he r eturned he found him waiting i-.t t h~
fDr Mr. Bedloe and had no time to spare.
foot of the stairs.
~t t~mes he would apologize for being slow in
He stopped him and proceeded to exnnunrl hiE
where he could hear them.

Finally they began laying for him after business hours, inviting him to their offices, and all
that sort of thing, but he managed to skip out and
leave the office with Old Money Bags himself.
On that account many kept insisting that the
old man was running him.
As for his mother, she got hold of it through
the newspapers, and then the neighbors in their
new home came running in to congratulate her
and ask her if it was her son who had so puzzled
Wall Street, and made over a million and a half
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"Look here," said Tommie, "my time is worth
money to my employer. This time is not mine."
"Well, when can you see me?"
"About one o'clock in the morning out on the
tower of the Stock Exchange."
The fellow looked at him and said:
"Oh, you don't want to hear it?"
"No, sir, I don't wish to hear it. I haven't a
cent of money to invest in any scheme, no matter
how plausible it may be."
You
"Well, you haven't heard it all yet.
couldn't make up your mind until you have heard
all my plans."
"My dear sir, I don't want to hear it, because
I've made up my mind not to invest in any
.schemes what.ever."
With that Tommie went away from him, but at
the close of business hours, he found the man at
the foot of the stairs waiting for him.
"Now," said he, as he laid his hand on his arm,
"your time is your own. What is the matter with
your goin.11: out to lunch with me, and letting me
•
explain my schemes?"
"I can't do it, sil:," said Tommie, pulling loose
from him rather abruptly. "I have an engagement uptown, which I must hurry to meet. Please
write it down on the tablets of your memory that
no man can persuade me to invest a penny in any
sort of a scheme except rising stock."

CHAPTER XX.
Tommie Has an Office of His Own.
The broker was the most persistent man Tommie had ever seen, and after meeting him some
four or five times, the fellow had managed to unfold his schemes to him in spite of himself.
It was extremely plausible, but Tommie
smashed it very promptly by explaining in a few
words why he believed the thing wouldn't work.
It turned out that the fellow didn't have any
money of his own, but wanted Tommie to put the
money up and let him do the work.
"I guess I can work my own schemes," he replied. "I heard you say that you have been in
Wall Street about ten years. I haven't been here
but about a year; yet I have more faith in my
own judgment than I can ever have in yours."
"My dear boy, it is a matter of luck, not of
judgment at all."
"Well, I've had better luck than you have, so
I'll trust to mine instead of yours. Your scheme
doesn't commend itself to my judgment."
A week later on Broad Street Tommie met face
to face with Broker Hare, and never had he seen
such an expression of hate in the eyes of another
in his life. But neither of them spoke. ·
That very day Tommie . heard himself alluded
to by a broker as Old Money Bags' boy who
smashed Hare.
Tommie was a good hater himself.
He was in the gallery of the Stock Exchange
when he saw Hare's seat in the Exchange sold
for $60,000 for the benefit of his creditors.
It seems that Hare played honest with them,
giving up everything. Many brokers gave him
some commissions to perform for them, and thus
he was enabled to make a precarious living in the
Street.
One day Tommie received an anonoymous note.

warning him that a boom in a certain stock was
to be engineered for the purpose of entrapping
him·, and that he had better be on his guard.
The stock was B. & J., which was then ruling
at 68.
He watched it and saw it go up- to 70 within
twenty-four hours.
He showed the not.e to Old Money Bags and
said:
"Will you please tell me what you think of it?"
"Oh, I don't think anything of it at all," said
Bedloe. "I never pay any attention to anonymous
notes. There are three brokers in that ring who
do not love you a little bit, and probably they are
laying a trap for you."
"That is what I want to know. What trap
could they lay for me?"
"They may intend to induce you to invest heavily in it, and then suddenly let it go to P,ieces,
l~aving you with the stock on your hands. '
"Oh, that is how they would play it, is it?"
. "That is the only way I know that they could
play it."
"All right. You just watch me, please." And
To,mmie went out and bought 2.,000 shares of the
stock.
"The stock was promptly ·bought on the floor of
the Exchatige.
Tommie suspect.ed that they would run it up .to
some certain point and then quietly unload and
send the stock down again.
It ent up to 75, and the brokers began to get
excit.ed over it.
Tommie watched it like a hawk.
He was able to hold it even if they should throw
it on his hands, but so many brokers were eager
to make money out of it that some of them forced
it up to 80.
Tommie noticed that Broker Wendell was the
head man in it; so he quietly gave instructions to
sell out at that figure.
The unloading was done in blocks of one and
two thousand, and rather slowly, until every
share was in the possession of the syndicate with
the exception of one block of two thousand, which
an outsider bought.
Then he went to a member of the syndicate and
in a burst of innocent confidence inquired about
the prospects of the stock.
The broker was very enthusiastic over it. He
said it would eventually go up to par, and asked
if he had any of it.
"Yes," said he. "I have a big block of it. I
didn't make up my mind to buy any until yesterday, and I paid 80 for it."
A half hour later the syndicat.e voluntarily
went to pieces, refusing to buy more of the stock,
and in 48 hours it had fallen back to 70.
The brokers were confident that they had hit
him hard to the tune of some two or three hundred thousand dollars, and were chuckling over it.
The next day Tommie put a notice in the paper,
stating that instead of losing two or three hundred thousand dollars, he had made a clean sweep
of fully $20,000 by unloading twenty-two thousand shares on the boomers.
They denied the statement, and he referred
them to the broker who handled his stock for him,
and then it was known that those who were digging a pit for him had fallen in it themseves,
and had added $20,000 to his bank account.
(To be continued.)
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TALL MEN NEED MORE FOOD
If two men are of the same weight, but one of
them is short and fat and the other is very tall
and thin-which one needs the most food, the
most calories? Dr. Takahira of Japan has discovered that the tall, thin man needs many more
of the heat-producing calories than does the fat
one. It all depends on the total area-not weight
-of a person's body. The greater the area the
.
more calories are needed.
Dr. Takahira has devised a formula for finding
out what the area of any one's body is. With
the aid of some friend who knows algebra, the
following formula can be applied, and it can be
found pretty near accurate among any given
,
group of men.
The area of the body is equal to W0.425xHO.•
725)C42.46. "W" here means body weight in kilograms and "H" height of the body in centimeters.

l'BED KNIGHT, Pres. and Treas.
L w. MABB, Vice-Pres. and Sec.

LAUGHS

ITEMS OF INTEREST
SEAPLANES· LOCATE SEALS
.More than 200,000 seals were killed this season.
The unusual success of the season was due mainly to the use of seaplanes in locating the herds.
CHILDREN SPEAK INTUITIVELY
Children understand spoken language by intuition, by a function of the subconscious mind, and
not directly by reasoning power and memorizing,
declares a British physician, Dr. J. W. Tomb. Dr.
Tomb has had opportunities of observing English
children in India pick up three Indian vernaculars in addition to the English language, while
their parents struggle to master even one dialect.
HALF-MILE AIR TUBE
To provide fresh air for mine headings, a flexible tubing which has an efficient air delivery
range of one-half mile from the fan, has been
tested by the Bureau of Mines, says Scientific
American, and is giving, satisfaction in both
metal ·and coal mines.
This tubing is made of a heavy fabric thoroughly impregnated with fungus and acid-resisting
eompounds. It is light in weight-one man can
dily carry 200 feet; a.pd it can be quickly
stalled-one man in a timbered tunnel can put
p over 400 feet in two hours.
SOFTEST CLOTH KNOWN
Softer than the softest silk or wool, with a pliaty greater than any known cloth, is the new
terial invented by a noted Paris garment deer. It is made, says Popular Science Monthly,
the fluffiest ostrich feathers, which are
ed from the quills, treated by a special prowhich only the inventor knows, and then
into a cloth. The finished product is lightweight than the finest known and resembles
edown, after which if is named
ough it is phenomenally light in weight,
very durable, and is capable of effects in
and patterns that are difficult to obtain
new materials now in common use.

"I don't like this film." "Why?" "Remindlt
me too much of my boarding house." "How's
that?" "Ten years are supposed to elapse ~
tween the first and second reel, and they don't
·
even turn the tablecloth."
Bix-Oweris tells me he had a tough time during his vacation. Says he had to borrow money
to get home on. Dix-He was in better luck than
I was, for I was the man who had to loan it to
him.
Teacher-Children, a planet is something we
live on. Name another. Abie--My grandfadder,
he vus a planet! Teacher-Your grandfather?
Abie--Shure; ve lived on him fer years!
The Newly-Riches were seated in thejr handsome drawing-room-'-Mrs. Newly-Rich at the
grand piano, laboriously picking out tunes with
one finger. "Hang it all, missus," said Mr.
Newly-Rich impatiently, "if I buy you a piano
that size I expect you to use both fists!"
Little 6irl-Yes, Mrs. Brown, this is my baby
brother that the angels brought from heaven.
Mrs. Brown-How nice of them! Little Girl----Dh,
I don't know. I think they might have kept him
there till he was through teething.
Bird Dealer (to customer who has bought &
parrot on credit)-Here's your bill. Are you going to pay it or not? Customer-I've had the par•
rot one whole month and he's never said a word.
Bird Dealer-Well, you see, this polly is so sensitive it never speaks until it has seen the receipted
bill showing it has been paid for.
Walter Hagen, the noted golfer, said at a dinner in New York: "I used to know a caddie
named Crawford, famous for his biting Scotch
wit. "A duffer for whom Crawford was caddying- one day asked hi'1l what club he should take
for a certain shot. "'Take your iron,' said Craw- ·
ford . " 'If I hit it with my iron,' the duffer objected, 'it will go too far.' "'Aye,' said Crawford, 'but ye'll no' hit it.' "
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A Tragedy In the Moonlight
By PAUL BRADDON
A shriek, wild a-pd full of horror, rang out..upon

the stillness of the moonlit night.

•

It was a woman's voice.
,!t reached my ears.
I was the guest of Alexander Pryor at his
'3ountry residence on the Hudson.
Although I was and am a detective, while he
,vas a retired merchant, the friendship of boyhood
had remained during the years of our . manhood,
and we were mutually attached to each other.
. Rusl}ing to the window, I looked out.
A thrilling scene was before me.
There in the moonlight I saw Alexander Pryor
lying upon the ground, his head supported by his
niece, Mabel Stanford, while a few feet distant
stood Dudley Forrest, a young man who was a
guest at the hous-e.
1 Hastily flinging on my clothing, I ran downstairs and out of the house,
; As I reached the side of Alexander Pryor, Mal>el Stanford criep.:
.. He is dead! He is dead,_! Oh, my poor uncle
has been murderea."
It was so.
The shot that had killed Alexander Pryor must
have been fired but a moment or so before she
gaTe the alarm.
Why had I not heard that shot?
"Be calm, miss, and tell me all you know of
this awful tra~edy," I said.
"Let me speak, sir,''. said Dudley Forrest, starting forward.
"Go on, sir," I said aloud.
. "I will, sir, I will. Mr. Pryor and I were walking up and down the walk discussing a private
matter, which was to me of the greatest importance, and so interested were we both that we
noted not the lapse of time. Mr. Pryor had just
given his consent to a proposition I had made him
when he uttered a cry, reeled, and fell dead, shot
through the heart, as you see, by a con<;ealed assassin, whom I suspect was concealed behind the
bushes yonder. The weapon used by the assassin
made no report, and it must have been an airgun. Miss Mabel rushed from the house as the
doomed man fell, and I ran toward the bushes,
but saw no one. Returning,. I stood dazed and
confused, looking upon the victim of this cruel
murder as you found me."
· T-h us Dudley Forrest ex.plained.
· "Oh, Dudley, Dudley!" cried Mabel. in a familiar way that surprised me. "We must tell Mr.
Waters the whole truth. He is a detective, and
he may help to capture my uncle's assassin."
"As· you will, Mabel," said Dudley Forrest.
· "Know, then, Mr. Waters, that three years ago
I became engaged to Mr. Forrest, in opposition
to my uncle's wishes, for he hated the very name
of my affianced, on account of an old family feud,
although: no one can truthfully say a word against
Dudley. I would not marry without the consent
6l my uncle, who has been both father and mother
fo me since my parents died in my infancy. So
lt was agreed that Dudley should go away, and
after a few years, if he succeeded in business, he

was to return, make my uncle's acquaintance and
win his friendship. When they had become• firm
friends the truth was to be revealed, and then
knowing Dudley as he reaJly was, we were sur~
~y uncle would no longer let his prejudice stand
m the way of our happiness, and that he would
consent to our union. To-night Dudley was to tell
my uncle who he was, for we were sure the time
for the revelation had ·come," said Mabel.
"And I did tell him the truth. As we hoped he
freely forgave our innocent deception, and ~onsented that Mabel should become my wife. It
was at that very moment that he did this that the
fatal shot was fired," said young Forrest.
"And, oh, Mr. Waters, I have a terrible susp~cion. (?ne Randolph Morton has-been my persIStent suitor for two years. He was v-ery jealous
of Dudley, and I also know he owed my uncle a
considerable sum of money. I suspect that man isthe guilty one," Miss Mable remarked.
By this time the servants of the establishment
appeared upon the scene, and my murdered friend
was carried into the house, while Dudley Forrest
and I set about to search for some trace of the
presence of an assassin.
In this we failed.
Next day the news of the murder appeared in
the papers, and before night Dave Walker one
of Pinkerton's men, was on hand to investigate
the affair. I knew Dave was a good man but an
~mbitious one, who liked to take all the Jredit of
a success upon himself, while he was equally
ready to place all the blame of failure on his associates.
I told Dave the story related by Mabel and
Young Forrest, whose real name was Harrison.
Dave expressed no opinion, but looked wise, and
all day he prowled about the J;>,"rounds.
Just at night he came to me with an expression
of intense satisfaction on his face .
"What's up, Dave?" I asked.
"I know who killed Pryor!" he said, confidently.
"The deuce you do!" I exclaimed, springing up.
"Yes, I do. And I'll tell you all about it. To-day
I found in the grass, near the rear wall of the
grounds, an air-gun with the name of James Harriso~, the real name .of Dudley Forrest, engraved
on it, an4:1, also the stamp of the shop where it
was sold rn the town below here. I saw the man
who sold the gun, and he described the purchaser
so that I am quite sure he was Harrison; but th~
name of James Harrison was not on the gun when
it was sold. Now, I think I understand the case
in full. Harrison, when he revealed himself to
his lady-love's uncle, found Mr. Pryor enraged at
the deception practiced upon him, and, instead of
giving his consent to Harrison's maniage to his
niece, he refused to give his consent. Then it may
be presumed that hot words were exchanged, and,
in the heat and excitement, Harrison shot Pryor
with the air-gun.
"I have interviewed Miss Mabel, and she says
she did not see her uncle fall, and only rushed
out when, upon looldng from the window at which
she had been watching, but from which she had
turned" away for a moment, she saw her uncle
., lying on the ground.
"I shall have to arrest Mr. Harrison," said
Walker in conclusion.
Walker carried out his intention, and arrested
Harrison and took him to prison.
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Mabel was in despair, but my faith in her affianced served to reassure her in some degree.
I then set to work, and Mr. Randolph Morton,
whom Mabel suspected, became the object of my
surveillance.
I followed him, and together with some of the
most expert detectives, male and female, strove
in every way ,to decide beyond question whether
or not he was guilty; but time went rapidly by,
and we failed to in any way connect Morton with
the crime.
Harrison was placed on trial, and although the
evidence was purely circumstantial, the fact of
the weapon with which Pryor was slain bearing
his name, that he was alone with the murdered
man when he was shot, and that the man who
sold the air-gun thought that he was the purs:haser, though he could not positively swear to
him, coupled with the fact that Harrison had assumed another name to win Pryor's confidence and
friendship, and also that the victim had been
opposed to the accused's marriage with Mabel, all
told terribly against him; and he was convicted
of murder in the second degree, and sentenced
to imprisonment for life.
In the course of my investigations relating to
Randolph Morton, I had acquir.ed the knowledge
of the fact that he was secretly connected with a
gang of criminals in New York, who were engaged in the counterfeiting business, and I had
six months later the pleasure of locating their
workshop in an underground den in the city of
New York.
The week preceding this discovery, the public
was surprised to learn through the medium of the
daily papers that James Harrison, convicted of
the murder of Alexander Pryor, had made his escape from prison, _leaving no clue by which he
could be traced.
When I read this news, I remembered the vow
he had made in open court, and in my heart I sincerely hoped he would not be recaptured.
The day I located the den of the gang I have
mentioned I ventured there in disguise, representing myself to be a party whom I had that very
day myself secretly -arrested.
I was received as one of the gang, and all went
well until Randolph Morton entered the den, and
then my voice betrayed me.
In an instant I was seized, bound, and placed
·n a large sack and hurled through a concealed
opening in the floor that connected with the
ewers.
·
The fall did not seriously injure me, and I managed to get one hand free and loosen the sack.
This done, I was soon out of it.
The walls of the sewer were irregular, and siently climbing up, I listened at the concealed
rap.

All was silent.
Not a sound reached my ears.
I pushed upon the sliding door in the floor above
y head.
It moved.
Soon I could look into the room above, and I
aw there was but one of the gang present, and
e was a pe.werfully-built fellow, with a bearded
ace and tangled hair, who stood on guard at the

oor.

His back was toward me.
Silently I pulled the slide still further open,
d crept up into the room above.
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If I could pass the solitary guard at the street
door I could escape.
I meant to surprise and overpower him.
I had been disarmed by my captors before I was
hurled down into the sewer.
Glancing about for some weapon, my eyes fell
upon a knotted club standing in the corner.
Stealthily, holding my very breath, -and fearing
that the creaking of the floor might betray me, I
crossed to the bludgeon and secured it. ·
The man on guard had not stirred.
He seemed like one lost in thought.
I crept upon him.
I raised the heavy club, a.nd was about to brinif
it down on his head, when he turned like a flash,
dodged my blow, and seized me by the throat,
the same time he hissed :
"How have I betrayed myself?"
Although the disguise I had worn when I ventured into the den had been torn off when I was
thrown into the sewer, my face had become coated
with mud, and my own mother would not have
known me.
The club dropped from my hand, and then a
desperate deadly struggle began.
The iron grip on my throat tightened, and I
could not shake it off, but if I did not I waa
doomed.
I made one last terrible effo1·t, ·and broke away
at the same time making a clutch at the throat1
of my foe, who had instantly drawn a knife.
At that thrilling moment the bushy beard of
my antagonist came off in my hand, and the face
of James Harrison, the escaped convict, was r~
vealed.
But his knife was falling.
I leaped back as I exclaimed:
"I am Waters, the detective!"
He knew my voice, and dropped the knife, and
together we fled from the place.
Then he explained that after his escape he had
assumed his disguise and joined this gang, because he found out Morton belonged to it. He
further said that he had found the man who engraved his name on the air-gun, and that the engraver in question would swear that Morton paid
him to do the job; and more, on the night of
Pryor's murder, an old vagabond who was asleep
under the wall~ saw Morton leave the grounds at
about the time Pryor was shot. Further still,
since he had become a member of the gang, he
had heard from the assassin's lips a confession of
the crime made in a moment of drunken confidence.
Next day we arrested Merton.
The wretch was convicted, and Harrison was
abandoned and saved from the consequences of
Morton's "awful plot" to brand him as a murderer.
Of course, Mabel soon became Harrison's bride.

a•

SPEED BOAT SPEEDS AT 68 MILES AN
HOUR
Caleb Bragg's new speed boat, Rascal, in a
trial on Manhasset Bay recently turned up a
speed of 68 statute miles an hour. The Rascal
was entered in the Dodge Memorial Trophy race,
which was run during the Gold Cup Regatta on
Aug. 21 and 22.
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BATHERS FEAR ALLIGATOR
Bathers at Matawan Creek, Matawan, N. J.,
are alarmed by the report that a large size alligator had been swimming in the waters.
~SK GAS MASKS AS CESSPOOL FUMES
KILL THREE PERSONS
Demand for gas masks has been made by laborers forced to · work in sewers, following the
death -of three persons by gas fumes in a cesspool at 65 Bell Ave., Bayside, Queens, N. Y. Two
others were overcome.
The dead are John Ferderowitch, stonemason,
27 Prince St.; Stephen Sepegere, 64 Prince Ct.,
Bayside, and Fireman Charles Nagle, Corona,
who attempted to rescue them.
- Lowering themselves into the cesspool to repair masonry, Ferderowitch and Sepegere col16psed before they detected the presence of gas.
Nagle, first of the firemen to enter the hole, suffered a like fate.
APPLES CAPTURE "WILD" ELEPHANTS
. An aged Indian woman, with offerings of apples, captured three elephants of five which escaped. 'from a circus at Oranbrook, B. C., several
aays ago and have been sought ever since.
After being loaded on freight cars, however,
ene of the animals bolted and broke away. It
was roaming the forest to-day together with the
two others of the five still at liberty.
Sighting the elephants, the Indian woman approached and fed them apples. Other Indians
brought more apples. One of the elephants was
hobbled while it was being fed. The fettered
animal was brought here while the two others
voluntarily followed.

..

CANNED MUSIC CANS THE PIANO
"The new young woman is beyond me," said
the Westerner who had returned to New York
for a visit to his boyhood home.
"I have a sister, Margaret, who was born with
a decided talent for music. When she was fifteen
the family felt sure that she was another Mme.
Rive-King. Our mother. consulted with some
fri ends and it was decided to send Margaret to
a conservatory for study. Well, she went, and for
seven years was taught by the best instructors
of the city:
"Could she play the piano at the end of that
time? You should have heard her. We were certain she had them all ba cked off the the musical
boa rd. About that t ime I drif t ed west and rem ained for twelve yea r s. In those years sister
Mar gar et got married and went to housekeeping.
She ha d grown quite matronly when I returned
a . few days ago and went to visit her in the
H eights section of Brooklyn.
"The first thing I noticed when I got into the
house was that there was no piano in the front
· room. 'How about your piano, Margaret?' was
the first thing I said.
" 'I got tired of the old thing long ago,' she
1replied, 'and so we got a radio outfit and found
it much more agreeable.'
"Naturally, I dropped the subject."

AT 66, CALIFORNIA'S "SINGING MERMAID1'
HOPES TO OUTDO EDERLE'S
CHANNEL SWIM
Gertrude Ederle, conqueror of the English
Channel, will have to look to her laurels.
And the challenge is one of age to youth.
Southern California's sixty-six-year-old "singing mermaid," Mrs. Anna Van Skike, completed a
ten-mile birthday swim recently and now is ready
to out-do Miss Ederle's feat.
As she stepped from the water, after singing
a stanza of the Star Spangled Banner at the
half way ioint in her swim, Mrs. Van Skike expressed tne belief that she could swim from Long
Beach to Catalina Island, a distance of twentythree miles, in the time Miss Ederle swam the
Channel.
'_'I believe the swim between Catalina and Long
Beach would be as difficult as the Channel. Cu.i;rents and the 'dead pull' would make the swirp.
a hard one and the water would be as cold," Mrs.
Van Skike declared.
"I believe I could make as good a showing as
any of the young ones," she added: "I feel fine
to-night, but believe that it will be best to wait
a few days before making any definite announcement."
Mrs. Van Skike is a former grand opera singer
·a nd her favorite pastime is to float about on the
blue Pacific and sing melodies of past triumphs.
For the last six years she has celebrated her
birthday by swimming from Venice · to Santa Monica Canyon and back.
THE SQUIRREL ANb THE HUNTER
A hunter sees a squirrel in a tree and in trying
to get a shot at it walks completely around the
tree. But the canny squirrel moves so that the
tree is always between himself and the hunter- in
other words, the squirrel also goes -around the tree
on the opposite side from the hunter. Now did or
did not the hunter go around the squirrel?
There has been more breath wasted on this
problem than one likes to think about. It all depends on what you mean by 'around.'' Here is the
opinion of Mr. H. E. Dudney, a noted English
mathematician, which we think should be taken as
final:
The man unequivocally goes around the
squirrel, u sing the words in their ordinary and
correct meaning. The Standard Dictionary definition of " around" is "about the place or position
of; entirely encircle." Now no matter what movements the squirrel may or may not have made, the
hunt er entirely encircled the tree on which t he
squirrel was, and so encircled, or "'Yent around"
the squirrel itself. Dudeny's opponent .J.n the argument said t hat to go around meant to see all
sides of an object. Dudeny r eplied that then a
blind man couldn't go around anything. The
arguer l'eplied that he meant that if given sight a
man could see all sides. Dudeny retorted that in
that case he couldn't go around a man in a box!
There is no doubt about it; the hunter doea
go around he squirrel.
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, BRIEF BUT POINTED
THE ELECTRIC CLOCK
than is needed, because in testing some air is
Plug your clock in on the -same electric current allowed to escape.
that supplies the electric lights-and you have
a time-piece that never needs to be wound, and
The clips holdin$t" the headlight fuses should alone that is bound to be accurate every second of ways have tension enough to hold the fuses firmly
the day. Such is the "telechron," a new invention and make the proper contact.
•
by which tlie alternating current from the power
house can run the family clock.
The telechron contains a diminutive synchron_OFFERS $500 FOR A NAME
ous motor containing a rotor the size of a tenThe most Important contribution ever made tocent piece. This rotor floats in oil, and makes wards the perfection and development of metallic
exactly 3,000 revolutions a minute when it is at- ammunition became known when the Remington
tached to a 60-cycle alternating current. Through Arms Company requested patent rights on a forsuitable gearing this is reduced to one revolution mula for a priming mixture that eliminates rust,
per hour for the minute band, to one revolution corrosion and barrel pitting.
a day for the hour hand. The amount of current
Remington asserts that . when cartridges conrequired to run the motor is said to be very taining
this new priming mixture are used exsmall.
clusively, it is not necessary to clean the inside o:f
The featu:r;e of the clock is its accuracy. It is the
barrel. It makes an ordinary rifle barrel
bound to be exactly on time, for the rotation of rustrifle
proof and stainless. The use of cartridges
the hands is governed by the alternating current, · primed
with this mixture will prolong barrel life
which completes exactly 60 cycles a second. This, indefinitely.
the perfection of metallic amin turn, is always carefully watched by the power munition this In
is the final word.
house furnishing the current, as the alternating
As the above paragraph indicates the new primcurrent supplying the ligb~ must be unifoi:nThe power houses usually check up at least twice ing mixture does not require the use of a special
steel barrel-The exclusive use of cartridge!! cona day on the ·official time from Washington:
The clock of course needs no winding, and is taining this priming mixture makes the inside of
said to require no :regulating, no cleaning, and any rifle barrel rustless, stainleS!!, and corrosion
no oiling. It is noiseress. If by chance the elec- proof.
The Remington laboratories have for eeveral
tric power becomes disconnected from the clock,
years been experimenting with the new mixture
a red signal :flashes on in the face.
and in the course of experimental work millions of
.22 calibre cartridges have been fired to perfect it.
HINTS ON THE CARE OF CAR AND MOTOR Barrels
through which thousands -of .22 calibre carWhen relining the brakes, form the band to the tridges containing the new priming mixture were
drum after the new lining is riveted on. Then fired, show not the slightest signs of erosion, corinstall and it will be found that the brakes are rosion, rusting or pitting. Similar barrels in which
easily adjusted.
several thousand cartridges were fired with ordinary ammunition of every manufacture were badly
The most common cause of body noises is the eroded, corroded, rusted and pitted.
windshield.
Before putting the cartridges containing the
new priming mixture on the market Remin~on
Valve AdjustmentTo eliminate valve noise, do not set the valve desires a name for the ammunition containing this
clearance closer than is specified by the factory. new mixture, and announces that it will give $500.
Too close an adjustment will burn the valve seats, for the five best names submitted. For the best
name $250. will be awarded; for the second best
cause a loss of power and create noise.
name $100., for the third best name $75., for the
Seventy per cent. of ignition grief is caus_e d by fourth best $50. and for the fifth $25.
All names must be submitted to the Remington
neglect.
Arms Company, 25 Broadway, New York, not later
than 5 P. M. on September 26, and no letter should
Help Keep the Highway Clean
Much needless damage to tires will be avoided contain more than 50 words. If two or more perif drivers of cars which are involved in col- sons submit the same prize winning names .the
lisions causin1< falling glass from headlights will prize tied for will be awarded to all contestants
t1"9uble themselves to remove the glass from the who tie. All names submitted will become the
Jrl'ghways before traffic iipreads it over the road. property of the Remington Arms Company. No
employee of this company is eligible to compete.
Do nt>t attempt to adjust a carburetor without Winners will be announced and the prizes awarded
by October 15th
the proper gap in the spark plug.
·
The judges who will go over the names and
' Test Balloon Tires Carefully
select the prize winners are Ray P. Holland, Editor
Because balloon tires are extremely sensitive to . of Field & Stream, Frederick C. Kendall, Editor
pressures, it is advisable to make more than one Advertising and Selling Fortnightly; and Robert
test with the gauge. Test several times and take K. Leavitt, Secretary of the Association of Naaverage. Start with just a little more air tional Advertisers.
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OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS
Useful, Instructiv e, and Amusing. They contain
Valuable Information on Almost
Every Subject.
No. 42.
THE BOYS o'F NEW YORK
@;PEAKE R.-Contaln ing a varied assortment of'STUMP
SPP<'Ches, NPgro. Dutch and Irish. Also end men's stump
jokes.
No. 44. HOW TO WRITE IN AN ALBUM.- A
collection ot Album Verses suitable for any timegr11nd
and
occasion ;_embracin g Lines of Love, .i!,Jfectlon. Sentiment.
Humor, 1<espect, an<'I Condolence ; also Verses Su itablo
for Valentines and Weddings.
No. 52. HOW TO PLAY CARDS.-A complete and
handy little book, giving thP rules and full <'llrections
for playing Euchre. Crihbnge. Casino, Forty-five.
Rounce, Pedro Sancho, Draw Poker, Auction Pitch. All
Fours, and many othPr popular gnmps of car<'ls.
No. 58. Ho,v TO WRITF. LETTERS .-A won<'lerful
little hook, telling you how to write to your sweetheart
;our fathPr, mother, sistt., brother, Pmployer; and In,
fnc-t PVPryhody nn<'I nnyholt'y yon wish to write to.
No. SIS. HOW TO COLLECT STAMPS AND
Containing vahrnble Informatio n regar<'ling theCOINS.collectIng nn<'I arranging of stamps and c~ns . Handsomel y
illustrated.
No. 57.

HOW TO MAKll! MUSICAL TNl"TRUM

F.NTS.
-Full directions how to mnke n Banjo. VIGlin. Zither,
Aeolian Harp, Xylophone and other musical instrumentR
;
to1r:ether with a brief description of nearly every
cal lnstrnmPnt used In ancient or modern times. musiProfu~ely lllustrnted.
No. 58. HOW TO Bit A DETECTJ VE,-Ry
King
Rrady, the well-known detectl'l""e. In which 01<1
he
<'town some valnal)le rules for hf'e:lnners. nnd also Ia:vs
relatPs some adventure• of WPll-known detPc-tlvE's.
No. 6L HOW TO BECOJ\[F. A DOWLER -A Mmp!Pt'l
mannnl of howllne:. Containing full instruction
s for
playing all the s.tandn.rd American And German e:ames:
together wit-II rul<>s and systems In use by the prlnclpftl
bowling cluhs.
No. 64. HOW TO MAKE ET, ECTRTCAL lllAClHNE

S,
-Containin g full <'llrectlons for making .-lectrlc-nl machines, induction coils, <'lynamos. nnd mnny novel to:vs
to he worked by electricity. By R. A. R. Bennett. Fully
lllustrnted
No. 67.

HOW TO DO ELECTRTC AJ", TRJCRS.-

rnntalnlng n large collection of Instructive nn<'I high!'
amusing electrical tricks, together with illustration s. B1
A. Anderson.
No. 69. HOW TO DO ST,EJGITT -OF-lTltNJ }.-C'ontaln•

ing over fifty of the Iat<'st ~ nil hest tricks used by ma•
gicl•ns. A !so c-ontaining the sP.cret of second sight.
Fully illuatratP/1
No. 72. HOW TO DO STXTY TRICKS WTTH

('ABTlS.
-Embracin g nil of the latest and most deceptive
cord
tricks. with illustration s.
No. 73.

HOW TO DO TRTCKS WITH

NUMJl"F.RR .Showing msny curiouR tricks with fl1rnrps
nn<'I th~
mncdc- of nnmhPrs. Ry A. An/lerMn. Fully illnstratP/1.
No. 74. HOW TO "lVRTTE LETTF.R!II ('flRRlWT T,Y.Contnining f11ll instruction s for writln(( lPtters on nlmo•t any snhl<'<'t: AIRo rules for punctuatio n nn/1 composition, with spPchnen letters.
No. 76. HOW TO TELT, FORTnNl': R nv Tlfll: H~Nn.

-Contsinln e: rnlE's for telling fortunPs hy the 11ld of
Jines of the han<'I. or tile SP<'ret of palmistry. Also
the
seC'r<>t of telling fntnre events by aid of mole, marks,
sc>1rs, etc. IllnsfTnt<'il .
Nn. 77. HOW TO DO FORTY TRICKS WITH
CAROR.-C 'ontnlning <'lecpptive Cnrd Tricks as performed by lPncline: c-oniurprs nn/1 maglrlans.
No. 79. HOW TO BECO]l[E AN ACTOR.-C ontninlng
complete instrnctlfln s how to mnkP nn fmcharactns on thP stage: togPther with thP <'lhtiP•vnriflns
of the
Stage Manager, Prompter, Scenic Artist and Property
M~o. 80.

OTTR WILLIAM S' ,JOKE ROOK.-Co ntninfng
the Intest jokPs, anec-ilotes nn!' funny stories of this
world -rPnownftrt n,,.rrr,qn romPihnn.
No 8'?. Ho,v TO no PALJ\[l!,T RY.-Contn lnlng tlle
most' npnroved rn°thoils of ren,ling tllP lines on the
hnnd, to Pt'1Pr with n fnll Pxnlanntio n of their mennlng,.
Also E''<nlnininl? nhrPnology . nnd thP kPy fnr tPlllng
c-l1nrnct1>r hv thP hll'nns on the head. By Leo Hugo
Koch, .A..C.-$. Fully Illustrated .
For sale by all newsdealer s, or will be sent to an7
addreu on receipt of price, 10c. per cop:,-,
In money or stamps, by

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher , Inc.
166 West 23d Street
New York City
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Lost In the Rockies; or, The Luck a Grizzly
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Elected n Chief: or, Arletta and the Papoose.
and "StlngPr J"ack": or, The Bluff' That
Wouldn't Work.
1205 " nn<'I the Tricky Trapper; or, Arletta After Bit,
Gnme.
1206 " Giving It Straight; or. The Worst Camp of All.
1207 " Gunning for Gunmen; or, Arletta and thl!
Greaser Rnfflans.
l208 " Surrounded by Gold; or, A Treasure Worth a
million.
1209 " Bnffling Death; or. A.detta an<'I the Chasm.
1210 " and the RecklE-s~ Regulars; or, Saving a Comnanv of Cavalry.
J211 " "Busting" a Show; or, Arietta and the Actr<?sa.
1215 " Locating a Lode; or, The Orphans of Bowle
Har.
JZ12 " anc';.tW:,,,~ ~~nch~ Boss; or, Catching a Crafty
1213 " At Six Spot Flat; or, The J"oke That Made a
Fortune.
1214 " TrRpped by Greasers; or, Arietta and the
Secret PnsMge.
1216 " Governmen t Contract; or, Arletta and the Pon1
Express.
1217 " Big- Round-Up; or, The Champion Roper ot the
B. B. Ranch.
1218 " TwelvP Shots; or, Arietta and the Raiders.
1219 " and the Golden Image; or, Lured to the ValleJ
of nenth.
1220 " Bnlklng a Rftld; or, Arietta's Leap for Liberty.
1221 " Hunting In the Sierras; or, Arletta and the
Cinnamon Bear.
1222 " Saving the Rlock-hous< :; or, Arletta and tho
Allies Antta<'k.
1223 " a; dnjhfiifi:~s kln Traitor; or, The Siege In the
8
1224 " Holding a Herd; or, Arletta's Fiery Rnce
1225 " and the Ten Cow-Punch ers; or, Besting a Bad
Bunch.
1226 " Caught in a Cavern; Gr, Arletta's Shot In the
Dark .
1227 " Dividing the Gold; or, Settling a Claim Dispute.
1228 " After the Trail Thieves: or, Arietta's RoundUp.
1220 " And the Pawnee Paleface; or. The Old Hunter's
Secret.
1230 " Racing a Flood; or, Arietta Shooting the
Rapi<'ls
1231 " and "Pi°'o Peter"; or, The Fight ot Buckhorn
Ranch.
1232 " Escaping Denth; or, Arletta's Fifty Mlle Race..
1233 " Lost on the Desert; or, The Luck. a Sand Storm
Brou~ht.
1234 " Ancl the Broken Gun; or, Arletta's Quick
1235 • Fig-hting the Cowboys; or, The Doom ot Wit.
the
"Hurrah" Outfit.
1236 " and the Death Dip; or, Arletta Fighting the
8melter Fiends.
1237 " And "Tarantula Tom": or, The Worst "Bad
Man" In Arizona.
1238 " and the Silent Six; or, Ariettn•s Round-Up ln
a Cave.
1239 " and "Broken Bow": or, The Siege of the
Settlers.
1240 " Gatlrering Gold; or, Arletta's Wonderful Find.
1241 " Showing ms Sklll; or, The Shoot-Up at "Show•
Do,vn."
1242 " Among the Apaches: or, Arletta and the · Deatb.
Pit.
1243 " and the Governmen t Detective; or, Tracking a
Tricky Thie!.
1244 " Caught On the Cliff's; or, Arieha•s Desperate
Climb.
1245 " and the Ranchman 's Boy; or, The Sheep Herd•
er's Revenge.
1246 " and the Rival Outfits; or, Arietta's Fight Oa
the Cattle Range.
1247 " With the Cavalry; or, The Fight at Bear Pau,
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